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Abstract—Improving the capacity of wireless networks is crit-4
ical and challenging. Although wireless standards such as IEEE5
802.11 allow the use of multiple channels at the physical layer,6
current Media Access Control (MAC) and routing protocols of7
mobile ad hoc networks have mainly been developed to run over8
one channel. In this paper, we design a unified MAC and routing9
framework to exploit the temporal and frequency resources to10
significantly improve the throughput of ad hoc networks. Our joint11
channel assignment and routing scheme searches for an efficient12
transmission path, taking into account the constraints due to the13
limited number of available channels and radio interfaces and the14
impact of MAC-layer scheduling. Channel maintenance schemes15
are proposed to adapt the path and channel assignment in re-16
sponse to the changes of network topology and channel condition,17
as well as feedback from the MAC layer. Given the routing path18
and channel assignment, our scheduling scheme at the MAC layer19
explores the resources at the time domain to coordinate transmis-20
sions within an interference range to maximize channel usage, re-21
duce channel access competition among nodes assigned to the same22
channel, coordinate radio interface usage to avoid unnecessary23
channel switching, and support load balancing. Complemented24
with the scheduling algorithm, a prioritized transmission scheme25
is presented to resolve collisions from multiple nodes scheduled26
to transmit on the same channel in the same time period and27
to reduce the transmission delay of mission-critical packets and28
message broadcast, which help further improve network perfor-29
mance. Our simulations demonstrate that our integrated MAC30
and routing design can efficiently utilize the channel resources31
to significantly improve the throughput of multichannel multi-32
interface ad hoc networks.33

Index Terms—Ad hoc networks, cross layer, Media Access Con-34
trol (MAC), multichannel, multiradio, routing.35

I. INTRODUCTION36

MOBILE ad hoc networks (MANETs) are important in37

vehicular communications and communications in mil-38

itary and disaster rescue environments. With the popularity of39

wireless devices and the ever-increasing throughput demand of40

applications, it is critical to develop protocols that can extract41

the highest level of performance using the available spectrum.42

Although wireless local area network (LAN) standards such as43
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IEEE 802.11 often allow for transmissions on multiple physical 44

channels, current Media Access Control (MAC) and routing 45

protocols in infrastructure-free ad hoc networks are generally 46

designed to transmit data only on one channel. In addition, most 47

existing wireless devices are equipped with only one wireless 48

interface, with which a node can transmit or listen to only 49

one channel at a time. On the other hand, although a node 50

equipped with multiple radios can potentially communicate 51

with several neighbors concurrently using different channels to 52

improve the throughput, the need to reduce equipment size and 53

cost restricts the maximum number of radios that a node can 54

have. It is more efficient for wireless devices to transmit on all 55

the available channels with a limited number of radio interfaces. 56

The objective of this paper is to develop a unified MAC and 57

routing framework for mobile ad hoc networks to fully exploit 58

the benefits enabled by multiple channels with a small number 59

of radio interfaces. 60

There are many challenges in designing an efficient scheme 61

for interface management and channel allocation in a practical 62

multichannel multi-interface (MCMI) environment. Because 63

the number of orthogonal channels is limited, more than one 64

node in a neighborhood could contend to access the same 65

channel. Careful channel assignment is needed to control the 66

load at a channel and reduce the collisions. When the number 67

of interfaces is smaller than the number of channels, it requires 68

careful channel usage coordination for two nodes to tune to 69

the same channel for communication without incurring a large 70

interface-switching delay. In addition, there is a need to increase 71

concurrent transmissions in a neighborhood over different radio 72

channels. Aside from these issues, in a multihop network, it is 73

critical and challenging to establish a routing path that exploits 74

the MCMI feature for better throughput and to maintain the path 75

to cope with the increased interference and route inefficiency 76

due to the environmental change and node movement. It is 77

also important to support efficient broadcast in a multichannel 78

environment. 79

Because the aforementioned issues span the physical, link, 80

and network layers, a cross-layer approach is called for. Ac- 81

cordingly, we will develop a unified MAC and routing frame- 82

work to accomplish our main objective, i.e., to exploit MCMI 83

capabilities in mobile ad hoc networks to fully use the available 84

spectrum to improve the network performance. Our framework 85

jointly considers routing and channel assignment, as well as 86

scheduling and prioritized transmission. At the routing layer, 87

our new link cost model captures the characteristics of MCMI 88

networks and the impact of MAC-layer scheduling, and a joint 89

channel assignment and routing scheme concurrently searches 90

for the minimum cost path and assigns channels to nodes on 91
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the path. Our route-maintenance scheme adopts the path and92

channel assignment based on changes of topology and channel93

condition and on feedbacks from the MAC layer. Given the94

channel assignments during path setup, a scheduling scheme95

is used at the MAC layer to coordinate the channel usage and96

interface sharing/switching to enable communications between97

nodes and to reduce channel access competition, transmis-98

sion confliction, and unnecessary interface switching. Finally,99

the transmission priority is used to enable timely transmis-100

sion of control packets through broadcast and delay-sensitive101

packets.102

Without loss of generality, we assume that the number of103

interfaces is smaller than the number of available channels. Our104

contributions can be summarized as follows:105

• Design an efficient routing metric that can track the rate106

diversity at different links, the transmission failures due107

to collisions, the constraints due to interface sharing, and108

the channel competition due to the limited number of109

channels.110

• Develop a joint route discovery and channel assignment111

scheme to exploit the capability of multiple channels and112

multiple interfaces to minimize the interference among113

neighboring nodes and, thus, maximize the number of114

possible concurrent transmissions.115

• Incorporate a channel and route maintenance scheme to116

adapt the routing path and channel assignment to catch the117

topology and interference changes due to node movement118

and to balance channel and interface usage.119

• Design a scheduling scheme that manages resources in the120

time dimension to coordinate channel usage and interface121

sharing among neighboring nodes assigned the same chan-122

nel to reduce channel competitions, to avoid transmission123

confliction due to uncoordinated transmissions from mul-124

tiple nodes to the same receiver at the same time, and to125

minimize the effect of channel-switching delay due to the126

uncoordinated random access of different channels. Our127

scheduling scheme can also support load balancing and128

enable fairness among neighboring nodes.129

• Enhance the 802.11 MAC protocol with prioritized trans-130

mitting to further resolve collisions among nodes sched-131

uled to transmit on the same channel in the same time132

period, reduce multichannel broadcast delay and the trans-133

mission delay for mission critical applications, and allow134

unscheduled nodes to opportunistically use the available135

channel resources to improve throughput.136

Multichannel multiradio wireless networks have received a137

substantial amount of recent interest, particularly in the context138

of wireless mesh networks. The schemes proposed for static139

wireless mesh networks [1]–[6] often require offline solutions140

and are generally difficult to be used in or not applicable to141

mobile ad hoc networks. Although a large number of efforts142

have been made to design MAC schemes to coordinate channel143

usage in ad hoc networks [7]–[12], there are very limited144

routing designs [13]–[15]. Because the interference range is145

generally much larger than the transmission range and there is146

a coupling between transmissions in different neighborhoods147

in a large network, simply considering local-range channel148

assignments and transmissions is inefficient. On the other hand, 149

decoupling routing and channel assignment [14] cannot capture 150

the interference along the transmission path, whereas using 151

single interface [13] in multichannel environment for routing 152

would result in poor connectivity. 153

To the best of our knowledge, this paper provides the first 154

practical network framework that concurrently considers rout- 155

ing and channel assignment at the network layer, as well as 156

scheduling and prioritized transmission at the MAC layer, to 157

support efficient communications over MCMI ad hoc networks. 158

Different from literature studies, our algorithms are completely 159

distributed without assuming the knowledge of network para- 160

meters and traffic load in advance and consider the practical 161

limitation in the number of channels and interfaces. Instead 162

of assigning channels to the links, our scheme assigns receiv- 163

ing channels to nodes to allow more freely and concurrent 164

transmissions in different channels and to avoid the deafness 165

problem when a transmission pair tunes their radio interfaces to 166

the same channel at different times. The channel assignment 167

is performed during path setup to better coordinate channel 168

usage in a larger network range for a longer time and adapts 169

during path maintenance to reduce interference. In addition, 170

our scheduling scheme coordinates transmissions in the time 171

domain to constrain the number of concurrent transmissions in 172

a channel and coordinates radio interface switching to avoid 173

transmission conflict. Moreover, our prioritized transmission 174

scheme reduces the delay of mission-critical traffic and control 175

messages. 176

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We discuss the 177

literature work in Section II and provide a system overview in 178

Section III. In Section IV, we present the problems that pertain 179

to a MCMI network and describe our scheduling algorithm 180

and the prioritized transmitting scheme to address these issues. 181

In Section V, we introduce a new routing metric, based on 182

which we describe in detail a joint routing and channel assign- 183

ment scheme and an efficient channel and route-maintenance 184

scheme. Section VI describes our evaluation using simulations. 185

We conclude this paper in Section VII. 186

II. RELATED WORK 187

Several efforts [7]–[12] have been made to modify the MAC 188

protocols to support multiple channels. Wu et al. [9] employ 189

two transceivers, whereas the dedication of one channel for 190

control messages would result in poor channel utilization when 191

the number of channels is small or control channel bottleneck 192

when the number of channels is large. The schemes in [7] 193

and [8] require the number of transceivers at each node to 194

be the same as the number of channels, which are thus very 195

expensive. In [10] and [11], the authors propose multiple access 196

schemes for the nodes equipped with single interface. Receiver- 197

initiated channel-hopping with dual polling (RICH-DP) [12] is 198

a receiver-driven scheme that requires all nodes to use a com- 199

mon frequency-hopping sequence. A centralized algorithm is 200

proposed in [16] to consider congestion and channel allocation, 201

whereas the scheme in [17] targets addressing the starvation 202

problem in a Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA)-based 203

multihop wireless network. 204
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Predominant routing protocols such as dynamic source rout-205

ing (DSR) [18] and ad hoc on-demand distance vector (AODV)206

[19] are purely based on the shortest path metric without ex-207

ploiting the capabilities of multiple channels [20]. The routing208

protocol in [13] considers single interface for multiple channels,209

which results in poor connectivity, because a node can only210

transmit or receive in one channel at a time. In [14], the211

channel assignment is done prior to routing, which ignores212

the fact that channel assignment and routing are inherently213

interdependent and that transmission on the same path may214

experience intrachannel interference.215

Recently, several schemes have been proposed to utilize216

multiple channels in static wireless mesh networks [1]–[6],217

where all the traffic is directed toward specific gateway nodes.218

These schemes are difficult to apply in the mobile ad hoc219

networks, which require a distributed scheme to quickly react220

to topology change. The scheme proposed in [21] combines221

multichannel link layer with multipath routing. Although in-222

teresting, many design ideas [e.g., superframe pattern, dynamic223

adjustment of the transmit–receive (T/R) ratio, and multipathAQ1 224

routing] proposed in this paper target to address the inefficiency225

due to the half-duplex transmissions as a result of using one226

radio interface at each node. The use of a single interface would227

lead to more severe multichannel hidden terminal problem228

[10] and deafness problem. In [20], the authors extend the229

work in [22] and propose a new routing metric, i.e., weighted230

cumulative expected transmission time (WCETT), to selectAQ2 231

channel-diversified routes in wireless mesh networks, with the232

assumption that the number of interfaces per node is equal to233

the number of channels used in the network. The proposed234

routing metric only considers intrapath interference. Instead,235

our scheme is designed to handle the more general case that236

the number of interfaces may be smaller than the number of237

available channels. Assuming that the channel has been as-238

signed, the work in [23] considers queuing delay in the routing239

metric. Although it may be good to consider load, the dynamics240

of queue status may lead to routing instability. Instead, we241

consider load balancing at the MAC layer during scheduling,242

which can better handle traffic dynamics.243

The authors in [15] perform theoretical studies on chan-244

nel assignment, scheduling, and routing without considering245

a practical protocol design for implementing the algorithms.246

Although the proposed scheme is not centralized, a supernode247

is implicitly assumed to perform the optimal channel assign-248

ment and scheduling in each neighborhood. It may involve a249

high control overhead to distribute necessary information and250

perform channel assignment in each time slot, and it is not clear251

how nodes in different neighborhoods could coordinate in chan-252

nel usage. An even higher overhead would be incurred to collect253

end-to-end queue information in each time slot to perform254

routing in alternative paths. In contrast, we propose a compre-255

hensive routing metric to capture the limitation in the number of256

available channels and radio interfaces, as well as interference257

and transmission conflict, for efficient path setup and channel258

assignment in an MCMI network. The scheduling algorithm259

is purely distributed, and each node can make a scheduling260

decision to efficiently coordinate channel usage and interface261

switching with no need for complicated signaling messages.262

III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW 263

The goal of this paper is to design an efficient MCMI 264

communication framework with integrated MAC and routing 265

for mobile ad hoc networks. The proposed schemes exploit 266

resources both from the frequency domain through channel 267

assignment and the time domain through transmission time slot 268

scheduling to significantly increase the network throughput. 269

Our design at the routing layer includes the following tech- 270

niques: 1) a link cost model for capturing the characteristics 271

of MCMI networks and the impact of MAC-layer scheduling; 272

2) a joint channel assignment and routing scheme for concur- 273

rently searching for the minimum cost path and assigning chan- 274

nels to nodes along the path; and 3) a route-maintenance scheme 275

for adapting the path and channel assignment in response to 276

changes of network topology and channel conditions and MAC 277

feedback. Given channels assigned during the path setup, our 278

design at the MAC layer includes the following techniques: 279

1) a distributed scheduling scheme for coordinating the channel 280

usage in the unit of time slot to reduce competition among 281

nodes assigned the same channel within an interference range 282

and for coordinating interface sharing and switching to reduce 283

transmission conflict and unnecessary switching delay and 284

2) a prioritized transmission scheme for coordinating multiple 285

nodes in accessing a specific channel, given the scheduled 286

channel usage within a time slot, to improve network through- 287

put while reducing the delay of high priority control and data 288

packets. 289

In a multichannel network, a communication may fail if 290

an intended receiver is currently tuned to a different channel, 291

resulting in a deafness problem. To avoid this problem, in 292

the proposed MCMI system, we ascribe the radio interfaces 293

to the following two types: 1) the listening interface (LI) and 294

2) the transmitting interface (TI). During path setup, one radio 295

interface of a node will be designated as LI and assigned a 296

channel, called the LI channel (LIC). A node uses its LI to 297

constantly monitor the conditions of the assigned LIC and 298

intercept the packets targeted to the node, which avoids the 299

deafness problem. The other interfaces of a node are called TIs, 300

which can flexibly be tuned to different channels assigned to its 301

neighbors to transmit data packets. 302

In our design, two types of messages are used for updating 303

channel status. A hello message will periodically be sent by 304

a node to maintain network topology, as is generally done in 305

other routing protocols. To reduce the interference among the 306

competing nodes on a channel, it is helpful to have information 307

on network topology and channel assignment of nodes within 308

an interference range. The interference range can be multiple 309

times the transmission range, and the interference quickly 310

reduces as the distance between the transmitter and receiver 311

increases. To reduce the implementation overhead, in this paper, 312

we consider interference of up to two hops [20]; thus, a hello 313

message carries its one-hop neighbors’ information. In addition, 314

a channel update message will be sent within the interference 315

range when the channel assignment for a node is changed. 316

In explaining our design, each node is assumed to have two 317

interfaces. However, our design can be extended to support 318

more radio interfaces, with one interface designated as LI and 319

the other interfaces serving as TIs. 320
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Fig. 1. Example of transmission coordination.

IV. MEDIA ACCESS CONTROL PROTOCOL321

In our MAC design, a channel and interface scheduling322

scheme coordinates node transmissions in a neighborhood,323

which is complemented with a prioritized channel access324

scheme to improve transmission efficiency while reducing the325

delay of important control and data packets. Our MAC scheme326

addresses the following issues.327

1) Interference among the transmissions over the same328

channel. There are generally a limited number of chan-329

nels in the system. Due to cost, time, and policy con-330

straints, the number of channels to which a node can331

tune and monitor is limited. Therefore, multiple nodes332

in a neighborhood may have to use the same channel,333

incurring competitions in channel access and interference334

among concurrent transmissions.335

2) Interface switching delay. A node generally has a fewer336

number of radio interfaces than the number of available337

channels. To explore the use of multiple channels, an338

interface needs to be switched among different chan-339

nels. Because channel switching incurs a nonignorable340

delay [11], it would be more efficient to reduce channel341

switching.342

3) Transmission conflict. A node may have several down-343

stream nodes that listen to different channels. With no344

coordination, independent transmissions from multiple345

upstream nodes to the same channel will result in colli-346

sions, whereas better channel usage coordination would347

lead to concurrent transmissions. For example, in Fig. 1,348

node A can transmit to nodes C and D using channels 1349

and 2, respectively, whereas node B can transmit to350

nodes D and E using channels 2 and 3, respectively.351

Without any coordination, nodes A and B may try to352

transmit to node D using channel 2 at the same time,353

whereas neither channel 1 nor channel 3 is used, which354

causes both collision at the same receiver and channel355

resource wastage.356

4) Broadcast delay. Because different nodes may be listen-357

ing to different channels, to reach all potential neighbor-358

ing nodes, a broadcast packet needs to be transmitted in359

each channel one by one. There is also a delay in switch-360

ing interface between channels and a random access delay361

for a node to win the competition in channel access. This362

condition would add up to an extremely high broadcast363

delay, which results in a high path setup delay (to broad-364

cast route-searching messages), throughput degradation, 365

and even routing failure (due to delayed channel-state 366

updates). 367

A. Channel-Scheduling Scheme 368

In a MCMI system, a simple exchange of request to 369

send/clear to send (RTS/CTS) between a sender and a receiver 370

on the LIC of the receiver is not enough to avoid the hidden 371

terminal problem, because a potential interference node may be 372

listening to a different channel, whereas sending a RTS/CTS 373

to all channels of neighbors before each packet transmission 374

would incur a high overhead. Instead, we design a slot-based 375

distributed scheduling scheme to reduce the number of interface 376

switching at each node, coordinate transmission to reduce the 377

node contention in accessing the same channel, and resolve 378

transmission confliction. We define a time slot to be the duration 379

that a node is scheduled to use a channel for receiving. Our 380

scheduling has the following procedures: 1) When multiple 381

nodes within the interference range are assigned the same LIC, 382

only one node is scheduled to receive in a time slot; 2) when 383

a scheduled receiver has multiple upstream nodes, only one of 384

the nodes will be scheduled to transmit; and 3) when a node is 385

scheduled to transmit to multiple receivers with different LICs, 386

it will select one of the receivers to transmit packets. Instead 387

of selecting only one node to access a channel, as analyzed 388

in Section V-A2, our scheduling algorithm only constrains the 389

number of nodes that can transmit on a specific channel in a 390

time slot. This design avoids the need of strong synchronization 391

among nodes and takes advantage of multiplexed transmissions 392

from multiple nodes to improve throughput. For multiple nodes 393

scheduled to transmit on the same channel in a time slot, a 394

priority-based collision avoidance scheme (see Section IV-B) 395

is used to further coordinate the transmissions. By constraining 396

the number of nodes in channel competition, however, our 397

scheduling scheme can avoid significant throughput degra- 398

dation under heavy load as in a pure CSMA with collision 399

avoidance (CSMA/CA)-based scheme such as IEEE 802.11. 400

For efficient scheduling, it is important to select an ap- 401

propriate slot length to reduce the impact of switching delay 402

while not introducing a significant waiting delay for other 403

nodes not scheduled for transmission in a slot. In the pro- 404

posed MAC scheme, only slot-level synchronization is needed 405

among neighboring nodes, and a global synchronization is 406

not required. Because RTS/CTS will be used for handshaking 407

before each packet transmission in our collision avoidance 408

scheme, strict synchronization is not necessary. We consider 409

the interference range of up to two hops [3] and the nodes 410

to transmit on the same channel within the interference range 411

as contending entities. With periodic transmission of hello 412

messages and triggered sending of channel update messages 413

within a two-hop neighborhood, every entity knows the set of 414

its contenders. For an entity i, a contention resolution algorithm 415

must decide whether i is the winner in a contention context, 416

and every other contender must yield to i whenever i derives 417

itself as the winner. The data packet from the sender to the 418

receiver is generally longer than the confirmation packet from 419

the receiver to the sender; therefore, it is more important to 420
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reduce interference at the receiver side. Our scheduling has421

the following two phases: 1) receiver scheduling and 2) trans-422

mitter scheduling. During receiver scheduling, we consider the423

receiving nodes within an interference range as the contending424

entities, and our algorithm will schedule at most one node425

to receive packets on a given channel within the interference426

range. During transmitter scheduling, all upstream nodes of a427

scheduled receiver are considered as contending entities, and428

one node will be scheduled for transmission in a time slot.429

It is critical to reduce the control overhead during scheduling.430

In our receiver scheduling, a node self determines if it is431

scheduled for receiving in a slot based on the knowledge of432

local network topology and channel assignment with no need433

for signaling messages. To derive a unique winner in a time slot434

t, a candidate receiving node generates a priority number for435

itself and each of its contending nodes, i.e., the nodes assigned436

the same receiving channel within the interference range. If437

the node’s priority number is the highest, it is scheduled for438

receiving. For simplicity, the priority of a contending entity439

X can be set to a random number Rand(X, t) with a value440

between 0 and 1. If more than one contending entity has the441

highest priority, the entity with the largest ID will be selected.442

This algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1, with i denot-443

ing the node ID of the potential receiver, t denoting the time444

slot, and N2−hop
ch,i denoting node i’s two-hop neighbors that445

contend for the same LIC (ch) as i. Rand(X, t) is adopted from446

the Hash() function used in [24]. We have447

Rand(X,Y ) = Hash(X ⊕ Y )/264 (1)

where Hash(x) is a fast random integer generator that hashes448

the input argument x to an integer, and ⊕ is the concatenation449

operation on two operands. We assume that the size of the out-450

put of Hash() function is 64 b. Node i will win the competition451

and be scheduled for receiving in slot t if it has the highest452

priority; otherwise, it yields to other competing nodes.453

Algorithm 1: ReceiverScheduling(i, ch, t).454

1: for (all j ∈ N2−hop
ch,i ) do455

2: if Rand(i, t) < Rand(j, t) then456

3: return FALSE457

4: end if458

5: end for459

6: return TRUE460

A scheduled receiving node may have several senders. To461

avoid transmission confliction, each candidate sender self de-462

termines if it is scheduled to transmit in a time slot without463

signaling. The algorithm works as follows. When a node R464

is assigned a new receiving channel, it broadcasts a channel465

update message to notify all the potential senders the identifiers466

of its two-hop neighbors that share the same LIC with R.467

Knowing the two-hop neighbors of all its targeted receivers, at468

the beginning of each time slot, a node S checks if any of its469

receivers are scheduled using Algorithm 1. If it finds that one470

or more nodes are scheduled for receiving, node S will check471

Fig. 2. Example of scheduling.

whether it is scheduled to transmit packets to the scheduled 472

receiver(s) using Algorithm 2. To avoid transmission contention 473

and balance the load among sending nodes, a receiver i will 474

assign a nonoverlapping probability range Pi,j for each of its 475

upstream node j based on j’s current traffic load to i. A sending 476

node generates a random value based on the receiver’s ID and 477

the time slot number. If the random value falls into the range 478

assigned to the node, the node has the highest priority for 479

transmission among all the competing senders. In case a node 480

is scheduled for transmitting to more than one receiver, it can 481

randomly pick one to transmit during the scheduled slot. 482

Algorithm 2: SenderScheduling(i, ch, t). 483

1: if (Rand(i, t) ∈ Pi,j) then 484

2: return TRUE 485

3: else 486

4: return FALSE 487

5: end if 488

One example is shown in Fig. 2 to explain how our schedul- 489

ing works. There are four senders (nodes A, B, C, and D) and 490

three receivers (nodes E, F , and G). Assume that all the re- 491

ceivers are within interference range and are assigned the same 492

receiving channel. At the beginning of a time slot q, each sender 493

will check whether it is scheduled for transmission based on its 494

probability range and the receivers’ priority calculated accord- 495

ing to (1), which are shown in Fig. 2. For example, node A first 496

checks whether node E is scheduled for receiving during slot q 497

by comparing the priority values of all the receivers within node 498

E’s interference range. Because node E’s priority value (0.4) 499

is the highest among all three receivers, node A can decide that 500

node E is scheduled for receiving. Node A then checks whether 501

it is scheduled for transmitting to node E. Because node E’s 502

random value (0.4) falls within node A’s probability range, i.e., 503

[0:0.5), node A determines that it is scheduled to transmit to 504

node E during slot q. Similarly, node B determines that node 505

E is scheduled for receiving, but node B is not scheduled to 506

transmit to node E. Nodes C and D determine that nodes F 507

and G are not scheduled for receiving during slot q. 508

To balance the load of the potential senders, a simple formula 509

would be used to assign the probability range proportional to 510

the average queue length of the senders. A sender can report 511

its average queue length to the receiver through RTS or by 512

piggybacking with the data packets. The average queue length 513

L̂k(t) of a sender k can be calculated with 514

L̂k(t) = (1 − α) · L̂k(t − 1) + α · Lk(t) (2)
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where Lk(t) is the current queue length, and α is a memory fac-515

tor. Assuming that a receiver r has M senders, the probability516

range for a sender k can be calculated as517

Pr,k =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

[
0, L̂1

L

)
, if k = 1[∑k−1

i=1
L̂i

L ,

∑k

i=1
L̂i

L

)
, if 1 < k < M[∑M−1

i=1
L̂i

L , 1
]

, if k = M

where L =
∑M

i=1 L̂i. When the queue length of a sender is518

unknown, i.e., when a path is first set up, the sender will519

be assigned a default transmission range [0, 1/M), and the520

remaining M − 1 senders will be assigned range proportional521

to their queue length within [1/M, 1]. To reduce instability,522

the adjustment of probability should not frequently happen,523

because a large queue length may be caused by some traffic524

bursts, and the adjustment itself involves additional overhead.525

The transmitter scheduling scheme attempts to give the node526

with the higher load the higher priority for transmission. There527

is no need to have accurate queue lengths to calculate the528

probability range. In case more than one node is scheduled529

to transmit to the same receiver due to inaccurate range infor-530

mation at nodes, the scheduled nodes can compete in channel531

access using our priority-based collision-avoidance scheme,532

which will be discussed as follows.533

B. Prioritized Transmission534

The proposed scheduling scheme coordinates channel535

switching, resolves transmission confliction from several536

senders to the same receiver, and constrains the number of537

nodes within an interference range that would contend for the538

same channel during a time slot (see Section V-A2). With the539

support of time-slot-based scheduling, the following additional540

issues should still be addressed.541

1) There is a need to coordinate transmissions from multiple542

scheduled nodes on the same channel.543

2) The nodes scheduled for communications may not have544

enough data packets to fully utilize the time slot assigned,545

and to improve the throughput, it is desirable to allow546

other nodes to use the spare time slot.547

3) Mission-critical data packets have tight delay require-548

ments.549

4) It is desirable to reduce broadcast delay to deliver impor-550

tant control information in time.551

To address all these issues, we complement the scheduling552

scheme with a prioritized transmission scheme with three levels553

of priority:554

The first (highest) level of priority is given to some important555

packets that need to be transmitted as soon as possible, such as556

some routing control packets [e.g., route request (RREQ), route557

error (RRER), and route reply (RREP) packets] and mission-AQ3 558

critical data packets. To avoid a collision in transmitting the first559

priority packets, each node waits for some random time within560

a window W0.561

Fig. 3. Two possible paths.

The second level of priority is given to the packets from the 562

scheduled senders to the scheduled receivers. The sender also 563

waits for some random delay before transmitting an RTS packet 564

but with a different delay window W1 larger than W0. 565

The third level of priority will be assigned to the nonsched- 566

uled senders to avoid wasting the time slots that cannot be used 567

up by the scheduled transmissions. To avoid competing with the 568

scheduled sender, a nonscheduled sender can wait for the entire 569

window W1 and an interval equal to a RTS/CTS transmission 570

and then transmit after a random delay within some window 571

W2. After the first successful transmission, the nonscheduled 572

nodes only need to wait for a random period of time within 573

the window W2 before transmitting subsequent packets. In 574

addition, a nonscheduled sender should reset the timer and 575

wait for W1 period first once detecting a transmission from a 576

scheduled sender so that the scheduled sender still has higher 577

priority in the remaining time slot. 578

Note that our scheme is robust in the presence of scheduling 579

error due to incorrect or outdated topology information. If a 580

sender mistakenly determines that it is scheduled for transmis- 581

sion in one time slot, it will compete with other scheduled 582

senders by using the RTS/CTS scheme. On the other hand, if 583

a sender wrongly decides to yield to other nodes, this time slot 584

will be used by other scheduled or nonscheduled nodes with a 585

lower priority. We will show in the next section that more than 586

one node within a two-hop neighborhood can be scheduled for 587

transmission within a time slot. 588

V. CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT AND ROUTING 589

Existing routing protocols for wireless ad hoc networks [18], 590

[19] generally use hop count as the link cost without consider- 591

ing the effect of multiple channels on path establishment and 592

transmission performance. For example, there are two possible 593

paths (SABD and SCD) between nodes C and D in Fig. 3. 594

Assume that each link has the same transmission rate. Although 595

path SCD has only two hops, because nodes C and D are 596

assigned the same LIC (ch2), the two links SC and CD cannot 597

be used to transmit packets at the same time. Therefore, packets 598

from node S may transmit faster along path SABD to node 599

D. However, this comparison is based on a random channel 600

assignment. If the channels for nodes C and D can be reas- 601

signed to different ones during path setup to avoid interference 602

on two contiguous links, then the path SCD would lead to 603

lower delay. In this paper, we design a channel assignment and 604

routing protocol to explore the benefits of multiple channels and 605

multiple interfaces while mitigating the constraints due to the 606

limited number of radio interfaces and channels. 607

A routing protocol generally searches for the minimum cost 608

path between the source and the destination. Because the cost of 609
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a link is affected not only by the channel assignment for the link610

itself but also by the channel assignments for other links within611

an interference range, finding the minimum cost path usually612

involves a nonlinear optimization process, which would make613

it difficult and unrealistic to find the theoretical optimal path in614

mobile ad hoc networks. Instead, our routing protocol adopts a615

greedy algorithm to quickly find a suboptimal path. This routing616

scheme can also be easily implemented.617

In this section, we first introduce our new link cost model and618

then describe how an efficient routing path can be established619

using the new cost model.620

A. Link Cost Model621

Link cost plays an important role in the routing protocol. We622

choose delay as the link cost, because it is closely related to the623

throughput. A short end-to-end delay will generally improve624

the throughput. We consider some important factors that impact625

the link delay as follows.626

1) Interface Capacity: In wireless networks, different in-627

terfaces may have different capacities (e.g., 11Mb/s in IEEE628

802.11b and 54Mb/s in IEEE 802.11a/g), which result in differ-629

ent transmission delays for the same packet. Therefore, we can630

define a transmission delay factor (ft) as ft = 1/W , where W631

is the link rate, and a higher rate would lead to a lower delay632

over the link.633

2) Retransmission and MAC Scheduling: Retransmission634

due to packet loss and error will increase the overall transmis-635

sion delay. The packet error rate of a link in a channel can be636

measured [20]. However, because a node generally has fewer637

interfaces than the available number of channels, it is difficult to638

measure the packet error rate in real time for every channel. To639

measure the condition of a channel, there is also a need to first640

transmit data on the channel, which may not be possible before641

the channel is assigned. The interference measurement in [25]642

can be only used for static networks. Instead, we analytically643

estimate the packet error rate based on our scheduling scheme.644

Assume that the interference range is about twice the trans-645

mission range. In our scheduling scheme, only one receiver646

is scheduled within a two-hop neighborhood. Assuming that647

the network area is A, the transmission range is R, and the648

nodes are evenly distributed. If the scheduled receivers are at649

the center of the adjacent circles with a radius R, the maximum650

number of scheduled receivers on a specific channel in the651

whole network is Nr = A/πR2. For each scheduled receiver,652

there is only one corresponding scheduled sender. Thus, the653

maximum number of scheduled senders in the network on a654

channel is Ns = Nr. Assuming that all senders are also evenly655

distributed, the average number of contending senders in the656

two-hop neighborhood of a receiver can be calculated as657

N2−hop
s = (Ns/A) ·

(
π(2R)2

)
= 4 (3)

which is independent of the node density in the network.658

The contending nodes will compete in channel access and659

resolve collision through RTS/CTS similar to IEEE 802.11, as660

described in Section IV-B. Most transmission failures are due661

to collisions (e. g., collisions in RTS messages). For an IEEE662

802.11 network, the collision probability or packet error rate p 663

is impacted by the number of contending nodes n [26], i.e., 664

p = 1 −
(

1 − 2(1 − 2p)

(1 − 2p)(W̃ + 1) + pW̃ (1 − (2p)m)

)n−1

(4)

where W̃ = CWmin, and m = log2(CWmax/CWmin)). 665

Because our scheduling algorithm restricts the average num- 666

ber of competing nodes within the interference range to be a 667

constant number 4, based on (4), the average packet error rate p 668

is small and a constant. The expected number of transmissions 669

(ETX) can be calculated as 1/(1 − p). The larger the expected 670

number of (re)transmissions, the higher the delay in one link. 671

Therefore, ETX can be used as the retransmission delay factor 672

(fr) as follows: 673

fr =
1

1 − p
. (5)

Because p is a constant, fr also has a constant value. Al- 674

though the channel condition is not considered during channel 675

assignment time, the channel condition will be considered when 676

there are active transmissions on the channel, and the channel 677

can be changed through the maintenance strategies discussed in 678

Section V-C if significant errors are detected. 679

3) Limited Number of Channels: When there is a limited 680

number of channels, nodes in a neighborhood may be assigned 681

to the same channel. Although scheduling helps mitigate con- 682

tention on the same channel, it also introduces delays. Gen- 683

erally, node A can communicate with node B only if node 684

B is scheduled for receiving and node A is scheduled for 685

transmitting to node B. In our scheduling scheme, among the 686

nodes that share the same LIC within a two-hop neighborhood, 687

only one node is scheduled for receiving in a slot. Assuming 688

that each node has the same probability of being scheduled for 689

receiving and node B is assigned channel ch as its LIC, the 690

probability that node B is scheduled for receiving in channel 691

ch is 692

pr(B) =
1

N2−hop
B,ch

(6)

where N2−hop
B,ch is the number of nodes that share the same LIC 693

ch and within B’s two-hop neighborhood. 694

Assuming that each upstream node (potential sender) has 695

the same probability of being scheduled for transmitting to a 696

scheduled receiver and that NToB is the number of upstream 697

nodes of node B, the probability that node A is scheduled for 698

transmitting to node B can be defined as 699

pt(A → B) =
1

NToB
. (7)

Therefore, the delay factor (fs) between nodes A and B due 700

to the scheduling of transmission as a result of a limited number 701

of channels is 702

fs =
1

pr(B)
· 1
pt(A → B)

= N2−hop
B,ch · NToB . (8)
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Fig. 4. Transmission-conflicting example.

This factor reflects the impact of network topology and703

channel constraint on the network throughput. If there are a704

large number of nodes that share the same LIC as the receiver705

within the interference range and/or when the receiver has706

many upstream nodes, there will be a higher transmission delay707

through the corresponding link. The routing protocol should708

avoid such receiver nodes during path searching.709

4) Limited Number of Radio Interfaces and Scheduling Con-710

flict: To reduce the node size and implementation cost, a node711

generally has fewer number of radio interfaces than the number712

of radio channels of the network, which may lead to extra delay713

for interface usage coordination. If node A has several down-714

stream nodes, because scheduling is distributedly performed in715

reference to each receiver, it may be scheduled to transmit to716

more than one receiver in a time slot. For example, in Fig. 4,717

node A has three downstream nodes B, C, and D, which are718

scheduled to receive on channels 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Node719

A is also scheduled to transmit to all the three nodes. Because720

it can only transmit to one node at a time, some scheduled721

time slots are wasted, leading to a higher average link delay. To722

evaluate the cost due to the conflicted scheduling, we calculate723

pAB , i.e., the equivalent fraction of the time slot scheduled for724

node A to transmit to node B that node A can eventually use725

to transmit packets to node B. The lower the equivalent time726

fraction, the higher the delay.727

The concept of equivalent fraction of the time slot can be728

understood in an intuitive way. We assume that the scheduling729

in each channel is independent and node A will randomly pick730

one channel to transmit if it is scheduled to transmit in more731

than one channel. Suppose that the time slot is splittable and732

node A is already selected to transmit to node B using channel733

ch, denoting pn as the probability that node A is also selected734

for transmission on n channels other than channel ch. Then,735 ∑
n(pnn/n + 1) part of the time slot will be used to transmit736

in the channels other than channel ch. One example is given in737

the latter part of this section to show how we can calculate the738

probability pn. The fraction of the time slot that node A can use739

to transmit to node B in channel ch can be calculated as740

pAB = 1 −
∑

n

pn
n

n + 1
. (9)

To calculate the equivalent fraction, we consider two cases:741

Case 1: Node A uses its LI to transmit data packets to node B.742

If node B’s LIC is the same as node A’s LIC, node A has to743

use its LI to transmit data packets to node B, because two744

interfaces of a node cannot be tuned to the same channel745

for transmitting and receiving at the same time. Because746

both nodes’ LIs share the same channel, they will not be 747

scheduled for receiving in the same time slot. If node B 748

is scheduled for receiving and node A is scheduled for 749

transmitting to node B, node A can always use its LI to 750

transmit, regardless of the channel usage of node A’s TI. 751

That is, node A can use all portions of the scheduled time 752

slot, i.e., pAB = 1. 753

Case 2: Node A uses its TI to transmit data packets to node 754

B. To calculate the equivalent fraction, we first calculate 755

the probability that node A is also scheduled to transmit to 756

other nodes (we call it conflicting probability). 757

To calculate pAB based on (9), we only need to analyze the 758

case that node A is scheduled to transmit to node B and also 759

scheduled to transmit over a channel other than B’s LIC and A’s 760

LIC. Assuming that node A has m downstream nodes, which 761

are assigned the same LIC k, the probability that node A is 762

scheduled to transmit on channel k is 763

ptch(A ⇒ k) =
m∑

i=1

pr

(
Nk

i

)
· pt

(
A → Nk

i

)
(10)

where Nk
i denotes the ith downstream node of A with LIC k. 764

Functions pr() and pt() are calculated based on (6) and (7), 765

respectively. 766

We will use Fig. 4 as an example to show how the conflicting 767

probability is calculated. There are four channels, and A’s LIC 768

and B’s LIC are channels 1 and 2, respectively. Then, we 769

only need to calculate the probability that node A is scheduled 770

for transmitting on channels 3 and 4 as ptch(A ⇒ 3) and 771

ptch(A ⇒ 4), respectively, based on (10). Because only node 772

C is assigned to channel 3, pr(Cch3) = 1. Assuming that A 773

has the same opportunity of transmitting to C on channel 774

3 as node F , pt(A → Cch3) = 1/2. Thus, ptch(A ⇒ 3) = 775

pr(Cch3) × pt(A → Cch3) = 1/2. Similarly, assuming that D 776

has the same chance of being scheduled in ch4 as nodes E and 777

F , pr(Dch4) = 1/3. With pt(A → Dch4) = 1, ptch(A ⇒ 4) = 778

pr(Dch4) × pt(A → Dch4) = 1/3. Because the scheduling in 779

different channels is independent, we can calculate the proba- 780

bility that node A is scheduled in either channel 3 or 4 but not 781

in both, given that node A is already scheduled to node B, as 782

p1 = ptch(A ⇒ 3) (1 − ptch(A ⇒ 4))
+ ptch(A ⇒ 4) (1 − ptch(A ⇒ 3))

=
1
2
∗

(
1 − 1

3

)
+

1
3
∗

(
1 − 1

2

)
=

1
2
.

The probability that node A is scheduled in both channels 783

3 and 4, given that node A is scheduled to node B, is 784

p2 = ptch(A ⇒ 3)ptch(A ⇒ 4) =
1
2
∗ 1

3
=

1
6
. (11)

Assuming that n takes values 1 and 2, based on (9), the 785

equivalent fraction of the scheduled time slot that node A can 786

use to transmit to node B is 787

pAB = 1 − 1
1 + 1

p1 −
2

2 + 1
p2

= 1 − 1
2
∗ 1

2
− 2

3
∗ 1

6
=

23
36

. (12)
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That is, node A can only use 23/36 of the time slot scheduled788

for it to transmit to node B.789

Based on the aforementioned example, we can see that a790

node will waste no time slots if all its downstream nodes791

are in one channel. On the other hand, if a node has many792

downstream nodes assigned with many different channels, a793

larger fraction of time would be wasted. The transmission-794

conflicting factor reflects the impact of interface constraint on795

network throughput.796

Therefore, the delay factor on link AB due to conflicting797

schedule will be798

fc =
1

pAB
(13)

which has a higher value if the fraction of the scheduled time799

slot that a node can actually use is smaller.800

Link cost calculation: By combining all the aforemen-801

tioned major delay factors, the link cost for AB is defined as802

Wl = ft · fr · fs · fc

=
1
W

· 1
1 − p

·
(

1
pr(B)

· 1
pt(A → B)

)
· 1
pAB

. (14)

Based on the aforementioned cost analysis, to calculate the803

cost of an incoming link of a node, the cost factors fs and fc804

can be calculated based on the network topology and existing805

channel assignments for the nodes within an interference range.806

Equation (14) can be understood in an intuitive way. Given the807

link from node A to node B, for one unit of time, node B can be808

scheduled as a receiver for pr(B) time unit, whose pt(A → B)809

part will be assigned to the link between A and B. Within810

that fraction of the time unit, node A uses only pAB portion811

to transmit to node B at a rate of W and needs 1/(1 − p)812

transmissions for each packet. Therefore, the total link delay813

will be O(1/(W · (1 − p) · Pr(B) · pt(A → B) · pAB)). Be-814

cause fr = 1/1 − p is a constant, it can be ignored during path815

searching.816

B. Channel Assignment and Path Setup817

Based on the link cost model, we propose an on-demand818

routing protocol. With multiple interfaces, initially, each node819

picks one interface as its LI and then randomly selects a channel820

to tune the LI to. If a source node needs a path to the destination,821

it broadcasts a RREQ packet to its one-hop neighbors by822

sending the message to all the available channels. When a node823

i receives a RREQ packet, it will generate an updated RREQ824

packet to broadcast, if necessary. The updated RREQ packet825

carries the accumulative cost of the minimum cost subpath from826

the source to node i, the (ID, assigned LIC) pairs for nodes827

along the subpath, the capacity of node i’s TI, and for each828

downstream node j, the number of nodes that share the same829

LIC as j and within its interference range.830

Once a node receives a RREQ packet, it will extend the831

subpath indicated in the RREQ packet to itself. If the node832

already has a LIC assigned when setting up other paths, it833

simply calculates the new accumulative subpath cost based on834

its LIC. Note that we do not assume that a centralized scheme835

exists to assign the channels for all the paths at the same time.836

Channels assigned during the previous path setup will not be 837

modified during the new path setup. A channel assigned to a 838

node can be modified during route maintenance, as discussed 839

in Section V-C, or when a path is refreshed to track the updated 840

network topology. If the node has not been assigned a LIC, 841

it needs to calculate the minimum cost for the subpath by 842

inspecting every possible channel assignment for its LI and 843

notes the channel that provides the minimum cost as a candidate 844

LIC. The node then broadcasts a new RREQ packet. 845

Given a channel ch, the cost of the link between the sender 846

A and the receiver B can be calculated using (14) after deter- 847

mining the following four major factors. 848

1) Interface capacity factor. The receiver will determine the 849

common rate W supported by the two interfaces of the 850

sender and the receiver. 851

2) Retransmission factor. Because our scheduling algorithm 852

constrains the load of a channel in a time slot, fr is very 853

small and is, thus, not considered during path searching 854

to avoid the difficulty in measuring conditions of multiple 855

channels. 856

3) Channel and scheduling factor. The receiver B first 857

checks the number of nodes within its two-hop neighbor- 858

hood using ch as LIC (N2−hop
B,ch ) and the number of its 859

upstream nodes (NToB). Both values could be changed 860

after the path is set up; therefore, the change should be 861

taken into account in advance. If A is not yet an upstream 862

node of node B, after the path is set up, NToB should be 863

increased by 1. N2−hop
B,ch also needs to be adjusted based 864

on the channel assignment for previous hops. Denoting 865

the list of node entries included in the RREQ packet 866

as nodelist and B’s two-hop neighbors as N2−hop
B , the 867

adjusted N2−hop
B,ch can be calculated using Algorithm 3, 868

where N2−hop
B,ch will be adjusted if the relationship be- 869

tween the to-be-assigned channel (channel) for node n 870

carried in the nodelist and the possible channel assign- 871

ment (ch) for B has changed. Once the information for 872

both is obtained, node B can calculate fs based on (8). 873

Algorithm 3: AdjustedContendingNum(nodelist, ch).874

1: for all node n ∈ nodelist do 875

2: if (n.NodeID ∈ N2−hop
B ) then 876

3: if (n does not have assigned LIC ∧ n.channel = 877

ch) then 878

4: N2−hop
B,ch ← N2−hop

B,ch + 1; {the contending from 879

n is not counted by N2−hop
ch now and needs 880

to be counted when n’s LI is committed to ch 881

after path establishment} 882

5: end if 883

6: end if 884

7: end for 885

8: return N2−hop
B,ch 886

4) Conflicting factor. The sender includes all necessary in- 887

formation in the RREQ packet for the receiver to calculate 888

fc based on (9). 889
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Fig. 5. Example of channel assignment and path setup.

A receiving node will not immediately tune its LI to the890

assigned channel but will wait until the path is confirmed by891

the destination. When the destination receives a RREQ packet,892

it can immediately respond with a RREP to confirm the new893

path if the total path cost is smaller than the one recorded, or894

it can wait for some interval of time and only respond to the895

RREQ that finds the minimum cost path within the interval. The896

latter option would reduce the control overhead at the cost of a897

higher route setup delay. Once receiving a RREP packet, a node898

will tune its LI to the assigned LIC if the assignment is new and899

notify its neighbors through a channel update message.900

One example is shown in Fig. 5 to explain how our channel901

assignment and path setup work. Assume that the data rate for902

each link is the same; therefore, the interface capacity factor903

(ft) is constant and the same for all links. For convenience904

of presentation, we assume that ftfr equals 1 and that there905

are two channels in the network. Initially, no node is assigned906

an LIC. First, source node A broadcasts a RREQ message907

to search for a path to destination D. After receiving the908

RREQ message, node D calculates the cost of link AD by909

examining the use of channels 1 and 2, respectively. Because910

other nodes have yet to be been assigned to a channel, the911

link cost is 1 for both channels 1 and 2, and thus, node D can912

pick either channel as the to-be-assigned channel (before it is913

confirmed by the destination). Here, we assume that channel914

1 is selected, as indicated in Table I. Then, D rebroadcasts the915

RREQ packet, and node G receives it. Knowing from RREQ916

that the to-be-assigned channel for node D is channel 1, node917

G determines the link cost for link DG to be 2 when channel918

1 is used and 1 when channel 2 is used. Therefore, node G919

will choose channel 2, and the total cost for path ADG is920

1 + 1 = 2. Because this path cost is the minimum, path ADG921

will be selected, and nodes D and G will be assigned channels922

1 and 2, respectively. We then look at the path that searches923

for source node B and destination node F . Because node D924

is already assigned a channel during the path setup for ADG,925

it will keep the assignment. Assuming that B and A have the926

same chance of transmitting to D, the cost for link BD is,927

thus, 2. After F receives the RREQ from node D, it calculates928

the link cost for DF , which are 4 (i.e., fs = 2, fc = 2) and 2,929

corresponding to channels 1 and 2, respectively. F will then be930

assigned channel 2. Similarly, the channel assignment for node931

E is 2, and the path for source node C and destination node E932

is CDE, as shown in Table I. Note that the channel assignment933

and path searching in this example leads to minimum cost934

paths. The data flow from nodes A, B, and C to D will not935

affect the data flow from D to nodes E, F , and G.936

C. Route Maintenance937

Due to environmental changes or mobility, the path found938

in the route-discovery phase may no longer be as efficient. To939

ensure consistent performance, our routing algorithm includes 940

a route-maintenance scheme to adapt the path and channel as- 941

signment based on the changes of topology, traffic, and channel 942

condition. 943

1) Channel Switching: A node is periodically updated with 944

the channel assignment of all its two-hop neighbors. We con- 945

sider three channel-switching scenarios. The first scenario is 946

balancing load among channels. If a node finds that it has many 947

queued data for a receiver, it can notify the receiver to switch 948

to a channel with fewer sharing neighbors. To ensure that the 949

channel change will not increase the delay of the overloaded 950

path, the receiver will check the cost of the path segment that 951

passes through itself and within its two-hop range. Supposing 952

that node C on a path (A → B → C → D → E → F → G) 953

finds that it has long queued data for D, D needs to check if 954

it can switch its LI to a new channel by comparing the total 955

link cost of the segment BCDEF using the new channel and 956

using the existing channel. It can switch to the new channel 957

if the channel change does not increase the cost of its path. 958

The second scenario is improving the performance around a hot 959

node. If several paths pass through a node X , i.e., a busy node, 960

node X can check if changing to a different channel would 961

lead to the cost reduction in some paths while not increasing 962

the cost for the remaining paths. If so, it will switch to the 963

new channel. The third scenario is avoiding the channel with 964

a high error rate. Because our scheduling algorithm constrains 965

the number of nodes that compete in a channel, the collision 966

probability will not be high. If the measured packet loss rate 967

is very high (partially due to errors), then the channel will be 968

changed. The switching of the channel to balance the channel 969

and the interface usage in a neighborhood also helps improve 970

fairness among neighboring nodes. 971

2) Replace Operation: If a node has either a TI or LI bot- 972

tleneck, it will look for an alternative path that goes through a 973

replacement node to forward the data. The replacement node 974

should ensure that the new path that passes through itself 975

will not have a higher end-to-end delay than the old path. 976

Given a path segment (A → B → C → D → E), if C has an 977

interface bottleneck, C will check the path that passes through 978

a neighboring node within B and D’s transmission range, e.g., 979

a node F . Node C will compare the total cost for (A → B → 980

F → D → E) with the cost of the current path segment. If the 981

new cost is smaller, node C will send the message to nodes B, 982

F , and D to notify the path change so that node B will send the 983

packets to node F , which will forward the packets to node D. 984

3) Remove Operation: Given a path segment (A → B → 985

C), if node A detects that both B and C are its one-hop 986

neighbors, it can directly forward the data packets to node C. 987

4) Insert Operation: Given a path segment (A → B), if the 988

signal received from A is less than some threshold, node B will 989

broadcast a request in its neighborhood. If node C can reach 990

both A and B and can receive signals from both with good 991

quality, it can insert itself between nodes A and B. 992

To reduce the implementation cost, the aforementioned 993

maintenance schemes are only based on local information. 994

However, our performance studies in the next section demon- 995

strate that our schemes can effectively maintain the network 996

throughput in a mobility scenario. 997
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TABLE I
LINK COST AND PATH COST

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION998

We implemented our proposed algorithms using the simula-999

tion package GloMoSim [27]. Each node is assumed to have1000

only two IEEE 802.11a interfaces, with an interface rate of1001

54 Mb/s. The time slot length is set to 10 ms (about1002

35 maximum-length packet transmission time [11]), the broad-1003

cast interval of hello messages is set to 5 s, and the backoff win-1004

dow sizes for W0, W1, and W2 in the prioritized transmitting1005

scheme (see Section IV) are set to 7, 15, and 31, respectively.1006

The transmission power is 15 dBm, the radio sensitivity is1007

−84 dBm, and the radio receiving threshold is −74 dBm.1008

We compare the performance using our integrated MAC and1009

routing framework with the scheme that uses independent MAC1010

and routing, e.g., dynamic channel assignment (DCA) [9] as1011

MAC and AODV as routing, as well as the scheme that simply1012

uses AODV over IEEE 802.11a. One reason for selecting DCA1013

is because it also uses two interfaces, which can provide a fairer1014

comparison, compared with schemes that use only a single1015

interface or the schemes that use the number of interfaces larger1016

than two. In the DCA scheme, one of the channels is used as1017

the control channel, whereas the remaining channels are used1018

for data transmissions. Each node uses one interface to monitor1019

and transmit on the control channel and the other interfaces to1020

transmit and receive data packets on data channels. Before each1021

transmission, two nodes exchange information in the control1022

channel to select a channel to transmit data. Then, the sender1023

broadcasts a resume (RES) message over the control channelAQ4 1024

to reserve the data channel and sends the data packet to the1025

receiver.1026

Constant bit rate (CBR) is used as the application protocol.AQ5 1027

To provide enough traffic load to study the multichannel benefit,1028

the size of a packet is set as 2000 B, and packets are sent1029

out every 0.5 ms. Each simulation runs 100 s. For each run,1030

we try to get the maximum throughput by tuning CBR and,1031

hence, the network load. Each simulation result is obtained by1032

averaging over multiple runs with different random seeds. We1033

evaluate the performance with use of two, three, four, and five1034

orthogonal channels, respectively. For the rest of this section,1035

we use Joint-x, DCA-x (x is the number of channels), and1036

802.11 to represent our scheme, the AODV over the DCA1037

scheme, and the AODV over the 802.11a scheme, respectively.1038

A. Chain-topology1039

We first evaluate our protocol over a simple chain topology1040

with nine nodes. Only one CBR flow is set up from node 0 to1041

one of the last six nodes (i.e., the hop count of the flow will be1042

from three to eight hops). The simulation results are shown in1043

Fig. 6. It is obvious that our protocol performs much better than1044

the DCA scheme and 802.11.1045

Fig. 6. Throughput in the chain topology.

If there are only two channels, similar to 802.11, DCA can 1046

only use one channel for data transmission. However, by sepa- 1047

rating the control channel and data channels, the control packet 1048

collision, and hence, the number of retransmissions in DCA can 1049

be reduced. Therefore, DCA performs a little bit better than 1050

802.11. With more available channels, the number of data chan- 1051

nels that DCA can use increases. When having three channels, 1052

one channel (e.g., 3) will be used as the control channel, and the 1053

remaining two channels will be used as data channels. In a snap- 1054

shot of the network, the best channel assignment for the links 1055

along the chain could be, e.g., “. . ., channel 1, idle, channel 2, 1056

idle, channel 1, idle, . . ..” The link between two active links is 1057

kept idle, because a DCA node only has one interface available 1058

for data transmission, and links within two hops cannot be 1059

assigned the same channel to avoid interference. Adding the 1060

third data channel cannot improve the throughput. Thus, the 1061

curves of DCA-3, DCA-4, and DCA-5 overlap in Fig. 6. 1062

In contrast, our protocol can make better use of more chan- 1063

nels. If there are only two channels, in a network snapshot, 1064

the best channel usage for the links along the chain could be, 1065

e.g., “. . ., channel 1, channel 2, idle, channel 1, channel 2, idle, 1066

. . ..” With three channels, our protocol could achieve better 1067

throughput. The network snapshot could be, e.g., “. . ., channel 1068

1, channel 2, channel 3, channel 1, channel 2, channel 3, . . .,” 1069

i.e., all the links are active in transmitting, and three channels 1070

are enough to obtain the maximum throughput in the chain 1071

topology. Therefore, the curves of Joint-3, Joint-4, and Joint-5 1072

overlap in Fig. 6. 1073

B. Grid Topology 1074

In this simulation, we evaluate the performance of our proto- 1075

col in a more practical scenario, i.e., a 5 × 5 grid network. The 1076
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Fig. 7. Performance for the grid topology. (a) Topology. (b) Throughput.

Fig. 8. Throughput for the random topology. (a) Effect of load. (b) Effect of node density. (c) Effect of mobility.

grid distance is set such that the receiving power at a neigh-1077

boring node is −70 dBm. We set up four CBR connections, as1078

shown in Fig. 7(a). These four CBR connections will make the1079

center of the grid more congested. The simulation results for1080

the aggregate network throughput are shown in Fig. 7(b).1081

The throughput of DCA significantly improves when the1082

number of channels is increased from two to three, but the rate1083

of improvement reduces with further increase in the number of1084

channels, because the routing protocol cannot take advantage1085

of multiple channels to build efficient paths. However, for our1086

protocol, compared with 802.11, the throughput almost linearly1087

increases with the number of channels. With integrated routing1088

and MAC design, our protocol can very efficiently utilize1089

multichannel resources, and our scheduling scheme effectively1090

mitigates the limitation in the number of interfaces.1091

C. Random Topology1092

In this set of simulations, nodes can randomly move within1093

a 1000 × 1000 m network area. The movement follows the im-1094

proved random waypoint model [28]. Because we use 802.11a,1095

which has a lower transmission range than 802.11 b, the default1096

average moving speed is set to 5 m/s, and the maximum speed is1097

set to 10 m/s. A connection is established by randomly picking1098

a source and a destination. We study the impact on performance 1099

of load, node density, and mobility. 1100

We first study the impact of traffic load. There are 50 nodes 1101

in the simulated network area, and the number of CBR con- 1102

nections is varied from 6 to 10. In Fig. 8(a), we can see that 1103

the total throughputs of our protocol under different numbers 1104

of channels are much higher than those using other schemes. 1105

The aggregate throughputs for both 802.11 and DCA-2 (with 1106

one data channel) decrease as the number of connections in- 1107

creases. This result is because adding connections to an already- 1108

saturated network area will introduce more collisions and lead 1109

to throughput degradation. When the number of channels in- 1110

creases, the saturation gets released, but the throughput increase 1111

for DCA is small, because the routing protocol could not 1112

take advantage of multiple channels to build efficient paths 1113

to support more connections. For our protocol, the throughput 1114

of Joint-2 slightly increases, because the network is saturated 1115

with only two channels. With more channels, the throughput of 1116

our protocol has a larger increase at a higher load compared 1117

with DCA, because our protocol can more efficiently handle 1118

additional connections by routing the traffic away from the 1119

saturated area and assigning channels based on the traffic. 1120

To evaluate the impact of node density, we have eight CBR 1121

connections in the network and vary the number of nodes from 1122
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40 to 60. The simulation results in Fig. 8(b) again show that1123

our protocol can achieve a much higher throughput increase as1124

the node density increases, whereas the aggregate throughputs1125

of 802.11 and DCA-2 reduce slightly, and the throughput of1126

DCA remains almost constant when more channels are used.1127

The trends are similar to the results from the study of load1128

impact. When the node density increases, the network load1129

will also increase with a higher contention in a network area.1130

However, our protocol can better take advantage of available1131

nodes and radio interfaces to build more efficient routing1132

paths and route traffic away from bottlenecks during route1133

maintenance.1134

Finally, we study the impact of mobility on the protocols.1135

There are eight CBR connections in the network, and the1136

number of nodes is 40. The average speed is varied from 4 m/s1137

to 20 m/s. The simulation results for aggregate throughput are1138

shown in Fig. 8(c). As expected, the throughput for all three1139

protocols decreases when the speed increases as a result of1140

the link breakage during mobility. In addition, the decrease is1141

faster when more channels are used. Because the average link1142

throughput will increase with a higher number of channels,1143

a link breakage will have a higher impact on the throughput.1144

However, the throughput of our protocol remains much higher1145

than DCA in different mobility cases, and the throughput1146

reduces much more slowly than the reference schemes, which1147

indicate that our maintenance scheme can effectively adapt1148

the path and channel assignment to topology changes, thus1149

preventing link breakage in advance.1150

VII. CONCLUSION1151

In this paper, we have proposed an integrated MAC and1152

routing design to explore the capabilities provided by multiple1153

channels and multiple interfaces in ad hoc networks. We defined1154

a new routing metric that considers the difference in interface1155

speeds, the delay due to retransmission, the impact of interface1156

constraint, and the delay due to node competition for a limited1157

number of channels. Based on the routing metric, we proposed1158

a routing algorithm for path discovery, which considers all the1159

major factors of a MCMI network in finding the minimum1160

cost path. We also presented route maintenance schemes for1161

adapting the path and channel setup in the face of network1162

dynamics. Given the channels assigned during path setup, our1163

scheduling scheme explores the resources at the time domain to1164

coordinate channel usage and interface sharing among neigh-1165

boring nodes to constrain the number of competing senders1166

in a time slot, thus reducing interference in a channel. The1167

scheduling also helps minimize the effect of channel switching1168

delay, balance the load, and enable fairness among neighboring1169

nodes. In addition, we enhanced the 802.11 MAC with priori-1170

tized transmission to resolve collisions among nodes scheduled1171

to transmit on the same channel in the same time slot, reduce1172

the broadcast delay in a MCMI environment, and allow nodes to1173

opportunistically use the spare channel resources to further im-1174

prove the throughput. Simulation results demonstrate that our1175

integrated framework can very efficiently utilize the channel1176

resources to significantly improve the network throughput in1177

a multichannel multi-interface environment.1178
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A Unified MAC and Routing Framework for
Multichannel Multi-interface Ad Hoc Networks

1

2

Jinhua Zhu, Xin Wang, Member, IEEE, and Dahai Xu, Member, IEEE3

Abstract—Improving the capacity of wireless networks is crit-4
ical and challenging. Although wireless standards such as IEEE5
802.11 allow the use of multiple channels at the physical layer,6
current Media Access Control (MAC) and routing protocols of7
mobile ad hoc networks have mainly been developed to run over8
one channel. In this paper, we design a unified MAC and routing9
framework to exploit the temporal and frequency resources to10
significantly improve the throughput of ad hoc networks. Our joint11
channel assignment and routing scheme searches for an efficient12
transmission path, taking into account the constraints due to the13
limited number of available channels and radio interfaces and the14
impact of MAC-layer scheduling. Channel maintenance schemes15
are proposed to adapt the path and channel assignment in re-16
sponse to the changes of network topology and channel condition,17
as well as feedback from the MAC layer. Given the routing path18
and channel assignment, our scheduling scheme at the MAC layer19
explores the resources at the time domain to coordinate transmis-20
sions within an interference range to maximize channel usage, re-21
duce channel access competition among nodes assigned to the same22
channel, coordinate radio interface usage to avoid unnecessary23
channel switching, and support load balancing. Complemented24
with the scheduling algorithm, a prioritized transmission scheme25
is presented to resolve collisions from multiple nodes scheduled26
to transmit on the same channel in the same time period and27
to reduce the transmission delay of mission-critical packets and28
message broadcast, which help further improve network perfor-29
mance. Our simulations demonstrate that our integrated MAC30
and routing design can efficiently utilize the channel resources31
to significantly improve the throughput of multichannel multi-32
interface ad hoc networks.33

Index Terms—Ad hoc networks, cross layer, Media Access Con-34
trol (MAC), multichannel, multiradio, routing.35

I. INTRODUCTION36

MOBILE ad hoc networks (MANETs) are important in37

vehicular communications and communications in mil-38

itary and disaster rescue environments. With the popularity of39

wireless devices and the ever-increasing throughput demand of40

applications, it is critical to develop protocols that can extract41

the highest level of performance using the available spectrum.42

Although wireless local area network (LAN) standards such as43
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IEEE 802.11 often allow for transmissions on multiple physical 44

channels, current Media Access Control (MAC) and routing 45

protocols in infrastructure-free ad hoc networks are generally 46

designed to transmit data only on one channel. In addition, most 47

existing wireless devices are equipped with only one wireless 48

interface, with which a node can transmit or listen to only 49

one channel at a time. On the other hand, although a node 50

equipped with multiple radios can potentially communicate 51

with several neighbors concurrently using different channels to 52

improve the throughput, the need to reduce equipment size and 53

cost restricts the maximum number of radios that a node can 54

have. It is more efficient for wireless devices to transmit on all 55

the available channels with a limited number of radio interfaces. 56

The objective of this paper is to develop a unified MAC and 57

routing framework for mobile ad hoc networks to fully exploit 58

the benefits enabled by multiple channels with a small number 59

of radio interfaces. 60

There are many challenges in designing an efficient scheme 61

for interface management and channel allocation in a practical 62

multichannel multi-interface (MCMI) environment. Because 63

the number of orthogonal channels is limited, more than one 64

node in a neighborhood could contend to access the same 65

channel. Careful channel assignment is needed to control the 66

load at a channel and reduce the collisions. When the number 67

of interfaces is smaller than the number of channels, it requires 68

careful channel usage coordination for two nodes to tune to 69

the same channel for communication without incurring a large 70

interface-switching delay. In addition, there is a need to increase 71

concurrent transmissions in a neighborhood over different radio 72

channels. Aside from these issues, in a multihop network, it is 73

critical and challenging to establish a routing path that exploits 74

the MCMI feature for better throughput and to maintain the path 75

to cope with the increased interference and route inefficiency 76

due to the environmental change and node movement. It is 77

also important to support efficient broadcast in a multichannel 78

environment. 79

Because the aforementioned issues span the physical, link, 80

and network layers, a cross-layer approach is called for. Ac- 81

cordingly, we will develop a unified MAC and routing frame- 82

work to accomplish our main objective, i.e., to exploit MCMI 83

capabilities in mobile ad hoc networks to fully use the available 84

spectrum to improve the network performance. Our framework 85

jointly considers routing and channel assignment, as well as 86

scheduling and prioritized transmission. At the routing layer, 87

our new link cost model captures the characteristics of MCMI 88

networks and the impact of MAC-layer scheduling, and a joint 89

channel assignment and routing scheme concurrently searches 90

for the minimum cost path and assigns channels to nodes on 91

0018-9545/$26.00 © 2010 IEEE
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the path. Our route-maintenance scheme adopts the path and92

channel assignment based on changes of topology and channel93

condition and on feedbacks from the MAC layer. Given the94

channel assignments during path setup, a scheduling scheme95

is used at the MAC layer to coordinate the channel usage and96

interface sharing/switching to enable communications between97

nodes and to reduce channel access competition, transmis-98

sion confliction, and unnecessary interface switching. Finally,99

the transmission priority is used to enable timely transmis-100

sion of control packets through broadcast and delay-sensitive101

packets.102

Without loss of generality, we assume that the number of103

interfaces is smaller than the number of available channels. Our104

contributions can be summarized as follows:105

• Design an efficient routing metric that can track the rate106

diversity at different links, the transmission failures due107

to collisions, the constraints due to interface sharing, and108

the channel competition due to the limited number of109

channels.110

• Develop a joint route discovery and channel assignment111

scheme to exploit the capability of multiple channels and112

multiple interfaces to minimize the interference among113

neighboring nodes and, thus, maximize the number of114

possible concurrent transmissions.115

• Incorporate a channel and route maintenance scheme to116

adapt the routing path and channel assignment to catch the117

topology and interference changes due to node movement118

and to balance channel and interface usage.119

• Design a scheduling scheme that manages resources in the120

time dimension to coordinate channel usage and interface121

sharing among neighboring nodes assigned the same chan-122

nel to reduce channel competitions, to avoid transmission123

confliction due to uncoordinated transmissions from mul-124

tiple nodes to the same receiver at the same time, and to125

minimize the effect of channel-switching delay due to the126

uncoordinated random access of different channels. Our127

scheduling scheme can also support load balancing and128

enable fairness among neighboring nodes.129

• Enhance the 802.11 MAC protocol with prioritized trans-130

mitting to further resolve collisions among nodes sched-131

uled to transmit on the same channel in the same time132

period, reduce multichannel broadcast delay and the trans-133

mission delay for mission critical applications, and allow134

unscheduled nodes to opportunistically use the available135

channel resources to improve throughput.136

Multichannel multiradio wireless networks have received a137

substantial amount of recent interest, particularly in the context138

of wireless mesh networks. The schemes proposed for static139

wireless mesh networks [1]–[6] often require offline solutions140

and are generally difficult to be used in or not applicable to141

mobile ad hoc networks. Although a large number of efforts142

have been made to design MAC schemes to coordinate channel143

usage in ad hoc networks [7]–[12], there are very limited144

routing designs [13]–[15]. Because the interference range is145

generally much larger than the transmission range and there is146

a coupling between transmissions in different neighborhoods147

in a large network, simply considering local-range channel148

assignments and transmissions is inefficient. On the other hand, 149

decoupling routing and channel assignment [14] cannot capture 150

the interference along the transmission path, whereas using 151

single interface [13] in multichannel environment for routing 152

would result in poor connectivity. 153

To the best of our knowledge, this paper provides the first 154

practical network framework that concurrently considers rout- 155

ing and channel assignment at the network layer, as well as 156

scheduling and prioritized transmission at the MAC layer, to 157

support efficient communications over MCMI ad hoc networks. 158

Different from literature studies, our algorithms are completely 159

distributed without assuming the knowledge of network para- 160

meters and traffic load in advance and consider the practical 161

limitation in the number of channels and interfaces. Instead 162

of assigning channels to the links, our scheme assigns receiv- 163

ing channels to nodes to allow more freely and concurrent 164

transmissions in different channels and to avoid the deafness 165

problem when a transmission pair tunes their radio interfaces to 166

the same channel at different times. The channel assignment 167

is performed during path setup to better coordinate channel 168

usage in a larger network range for a longer time and adapts 169

during path maintenance to reduce interference. In addition, 170

our scheduling scheme coordinates transmissions in the time 171

domain to constrain the number of concurrent transmissions in 172

a channel and coordinates radio interface switching to avoid 173

transmission conflict. Moreover, our prioritized transmission 174

scheme reduces the delay of mission-critical traffic and control 175

messages. 176

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We discuss the 177

literature work in Section II and provide a system overview in 178

Section III. In Section IV, we present the problems that pertain 179

to a MCMI network and describe our scheduling algorithm 180

and the prioritized transmitting scheme to address these issues. 181

In Section V, we introduce a new routing metric, based on 182

which we describe in detail a joint routing and channel assign- 183

ment scheme and an efficient channel and route-maintenance 184

scheme. Section VI describes our evaluation using simulations. 185

We conclude this paper in Section VII. 186

II. RELATED WORK 187

Several efforts [7]–[12] have been made to modify the MAC 188

protocols to support multiple channels. Wu et al. [9] employ 189

two transceivers, whereas the dedication of one channel for 190

control messages would result in poor channel utilization when 191

the number of channels is small or control channel bottleneck 192

when the number of channels is large. The schemes in [7] 193

and [8] require the number of transceivers at each node to 194

be the same as the number of channels, which are thus very 195

expensive. In [10] and [11], the authors propose multiple access 196

schemes for the nodes equipped with single interface. Receiver- 197

initiated channel-hopping with dual polling (RICH-DP) [12] is 198

a receiver-driven scheme that requires all nodes to use a com- 199

mon frequency-hopping sequence. A centralized algorithm is 200

proposed in [16] to consider congestion and channel allocation, 201

whereas the scheme in [17] targets addressing the starvation 202

problem in a Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA)-based 203

multihop wireless network. 204
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Predominant routing protocols such as dynamic source rout-205

ing (DSR) [18] and ad hoc on-demand distance vector (AODV)206

[19] are purely based on the shortest path metric without ex-207

ploiting the capabilities of multiple channels [20]. The routing208

protocol in [13] considers single interface for multiple channels,209

which results in poor connectivity, because a node can only210

transmit or receive in one channel at a time. In [14], the211

channel assignment is done prior to routing, which ignores212

the fact that channel assignment and routing are inherently213

interdependent and that transmission on the same path may214

experience intrachannel interference.215

Recently, several schemes have been proposed to utilize216

multiple channels in static wireless mesh networks [1]–[6],217

where all the traffic is directed toward specific gateway nodes.218

These schemes are difficult to apply in the mobile ad hoc219

networks, which require a distributed scheme to quickly react220

to topology change. The scheme proposed in [21] combines221

multichannel link layer with multipath routing. Although in-222

teresting, many design ideas [e.g., superframe pattern, dynamic223

adjustment of the transmit–receive (T/R) ratio, and multipathAQ1 224

routing] proposed in this paper target to address the inefficiency225

due to the half-duplex transmissions as a result of using one226

radio interface at each node. The use of a single interface would227

lead to more severe multichannel hidden terminal problem228

[10] and deafness problem. In [20], the authors extend the229

work in [22] and propose a new routing metric, i.e., weighted230

cumulative expected transmission time (WCETT), to selectAQ2 231

channel-diversified routes in wireless mesh networks, with the232

assumption that the number of interfaces per node is equal to233

the number of channels used in the network. The proposed234

routing metric only considers intrapath interference. Instead,235

our scheme is designed to handle the more general case that236

the number of interfaces may be smaller than the number of237

available channels. Assuming that the channel has been as-238

signed, the work in [23] considers queuing delay in the routing239

metric. Although it may be good to consider load, the dynamics240

of queue status may lead to routing instability. Instead, we241

consider load balancing at the MAC layer during scheduling,242

which can better handle traffic dynamics.243

The authors in [15] perform theoretical studies on chan-244

nel assignment, scheduling, and routing without considering245

a practical protocol design for implementing the algorithms.246

Although the proposed scheme is not centralized, a supernode247

is implicitly assumed to perform the optimal channel assign-248

ment and scheduling in each neighborhood. It may involve a249

high control overhead to distribute necessary information and250

perform channel assignment in each time slot, and it is not clear251

how nodes in different neighborhoods could coordinate in chan-252

nel usage. An even higher overhead would be incurred to collect253

end-to-end queue information in each time slot to perform254

routing in alternative paths. In contrast, we propose a compre-255

hensive routing metric to capture the limitation in the number of256

available channels and radio interfaces, as well as interference257

and transmission conflict, for efficient path setup and channel258

assignment in an MCMI network. The scheduling algorithm259

is purely distributed, and each node can make a scheduling260

decision to efficiently coordinate channel usage and interface261

switching with no need for complicated signaling messages.262

III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW 263

The goal of this paper is to design an efficient MCMI 264

communication framework with integrated MAC and routing 265

for mobile ad hoc networks. The proposed schemes exploit 266

resources both from the frequency domain through channel 267

assignment and the time domain through transmission time slot 268

scheduling to significantly increase the network throughput. 269

Our design at the routing layer includes the following tech- 270

niques: 1) a link cost model for capturing the characteristics 271

of MCMI networks and the impact of MAC-layer scheduling; 272

2) a joint channel assignment and routing scheme for concur- 273

rently searching for the minimum cost path and assigning chan- 274

nels to nodes along the path; and 3) a route-maintenance scheme 275

for adapting the path and channel assignment in response to 276

changes of network topology and channel conditions and MAC 277

feedback. Given channels assigned during the path setup, our 278

design at the MAC layer includes the following techniques: 279

1) a distributed scheduling scheme for coordinating the channel 280

usage in the unit of time slot to reduce competition among 281

nodes assigned the same channel within an interference range 282

and for coordinating interface sharing and switching to reduce 283

transmission conflict and unnecessary switching delay and 284

2) a prioritized transmission scheme for coordinating multiple 285

nodes in accessing a specific channel, given the scheduled 286

channel usage within a time slot, to improve network through- 287

put while reducing the delay of high priority control and data 288

packets. 289

In a multichannel network, a communication may fail if 290

an intended receiver is currently tuned to a different channel, 291

resulting in a deafness problem. To avoid this problem, in 292

the proposed MCMI system, we ascribe the radio interfaces 293

to the following two types: 1) the listening interface (LI) and 294

2) the transmitting interface (TI). During path setup, one radio 295

interface of a node will be designated as LI and assigned a 296

channel, called the LI channel (LIC). A node uses its LI to 297

constantly monitor the conditions of the assigned LIC and 298

intercept the packets targeted to the node, which avoids the 299

deafness problem. The other interfaces of a node are called TIs, 300

which can flexibly be tuned to different channels assigned to its 301

neighbors to transmit data packets. 302

In our design, two types of messages are used for updating 303

channel status. A hello message will periodically be sent by 304

a node to maintain network topology, as is generally done in 305

other routing protocols. To reduce the interference among the 306

competing nodes on a channel, it is helpful to have information 307

on network topology and channel assignment of nodes within 308

an interference range. The interference range can be multiple 309

times the transmission range, and the interference quickly 310

reduces as the distance between the transmitter and receiver 311

increases. To reduce the implementation overhead, in this paper, 312

we consider interference of up to two hops [20]; thus, a hello 313

message carries its one-hop neighbors’ information. In addition, 314

a channel update message will be sent within the interference 315

range when the channel assignment for a node is changed. 316

In explaining our design, each node is assumed to have two 317

interfaces. However, our design can be extended to support 318

more radio interfaces, with one interface designated as LI and 319

the other interfaces serving as TIs. 320
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Fig. 1. Example of transmission coordination.

IV. MEDIA ACCESS CONTROL PROTOCOL321

In our MAC design, a channel and interface scheduling322

scheme coordinates node transmissions in a neighborhood,323

which is complemented with a prioritized channel access324

scheme to improve transmission efficiency while reducing the325

delay of important control and data packets. Our MAC scheme326

addresses the following issues.327

1) Interference among the transmissions over the same328

channel. There are generally a limited number of chan-329

nels in the system. Due to cost, time, and policy con-330

straints, the number of channels to which a node can331

tune and monitor is limited. Therefore, multiple nodes332

in a neighborhood may have to use the same channel,333

incurring competitions in channel access and interference334

among concurrent transmissions.335

2) Interface switching delay. A node generally has a fewer336

number of radio interfaces than the number of available337

channels. To explore the use of multiple channels, an338

interface needs to be switched among different chan-339

nels. Because channel switching incurs a nonignorable340

delay [11], it would be more efficient to reduce channel341

switching.342

3) Transmission conflict. A node may have several down-343

stream nodes that listen to different channels. With no344

coordination, independent transmissions from multiple345

upstream nodes to the same channel will result in colli-346

sions, whereas better channel usage coordination would347

lead to concurrent transmissions. For example, in Fig. 1,348

node A can transmit to nodes C and D using channels 1349

and 2, respectively, whereas node B can transmit to350

nodes D and E using channels 2 and 3, respectively.351

Without any coordination, nodes A and B may try to352

transmit to node D using channel 2 at the same time,353

whereas neither channel 1 nor channel 3 is used, which354

causes both collision at the same receiver and channel355

resource wastage.356

4) Broadcast delay. Because different nodes may be listen-357

ing to different channels, to reach all potential neighbor-358

ing nodes, a broadcast packet needs to be transmitted in359

each channel one by one. There is also a delay in switch-360

ing interface between channels and a random access delay361

for a node to win the competition in channel access. This362

condition would add up to an extremely high broadcast363

delay, which results in a high path setup delay (to broad-364

cast route-searching messages), throughput degradation, 365

and even routing failure (due to delayed channel-state 366

updates). 367

A. Channel-Scheduling Scheme 368

In a MCMI system, a simple exchange of request to 369

send/clear to send (RTS/CTS) between a sender and a receiver 370

on the LIC of the receiver is not enough to avoid the hidden 371

terminal problem, because a potential interference node may be 372

listening to a different channel, whereas sending a RTS/CTS 373

to all channels of neighbors before each packet transmission 374

would incur a high overhead. Instead, we design a slot-based 375

distributed scheduling scheme to reduce the number of interface 376

switching at each node, coordinate transmission to reduce the 377

node contention in accessing the same channel, and resolve 378

transmission confliction. We define a time slot to be the duration 379

that a node is scheduled to use a channel for receiving. Our 380

scheduling has the following procedures: 1) When multiple 381

nodes within the interference range are assigned the same LIC, 382

only one node is scheduled to receive in a time slot; 2) when 383

a scheduled receiver has multiple upstream nodes, only one of 384

the nodes will be scheduled to transmit; and 3) when a node is 385

scheduled to transmit to multiple receivers with different LICs, 386

it will select one of the receivers to transmit packets. Instead 387

of selecting only one node to access a channel, as analyzed 388

in Section V-A2, our scheduling algorithm only constrains the 389

number of nodes that can transmit on a specific channel in a 390

time slot. This design avoids the need of strong synchronization 391

among nodes and takes advantage of multiplexed transmissions 392

from multiple nodes to improve throughput. For multiple nodes 393

scheduled to transmit on the same channel in a time slot, a 394

priority-based collision avoidance scheme (see Section IV-B) 395

is used to further coordinate the transmissions. By constraining 396

the number of nodes in channel competition, however, our 397

scheduling scheme can avoid significant throughput degra- 398

dation under heavy load as in a pure CSMA with collision 399

avoidance (CSMA/CA)-based scheme such as IEEE 802.11. 400

For efficient scheduling, it is important to select an ap- 401

propriate slot length to reduce the impact of switching delay 402

while not introducing a significant waiting delay for other 403

nodes not scheduled for transmission in a slot. In the pro- 404

posed MAC scheme, only slot-level synchronization is needed 405

among neighboring nodes, and a global synchronization is 406

not required. Because RTS/CTS will be used for handshaking 407

before each packet transmission in our collision avoidance 408

scheme, strict synchronization is not necessary. We consider 409

the interference range of up to two hops [3] and the nodes 410

to transmit on the same channel within the interference range 411

as contending entities. With periodic transmission of hello 412

messages and triggered sending of channel update messages 413

within a two-hop neighborhood, every entity knows the set of 414

its contenders. For an entity i, a contention resolution algorithm 415

must decide whether i is the winner in a contention context, 416

and every other contender must yield to i whenever i derives 417

itself as the winner. The data packet from the sender to the 418

receiver is generally longer than the confirmation packet from 419

the receiver to the sender; therefore, it is more important to 420
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reduce interference at the receiver side. Our scheduling has421

the following two phases: 1) receiver scheduling and 2) trans-422

mitter scheduling. During receiver scheduling, we consider the423

receiving nodes within an interference range as the contending424

entities, and our algorithm will schedule at most one node425

to receive packets on a given channel within the interference426

range. During transmitter scheduling, all upstream nodes of a427

scheduled receiver are considered as contending entities, and428

one node will be scheduled for transmission in a time slot.429

It is critical to reduce the control overhead during scheduling.430

In our receiver scheduling, a node self determines if it is431

scheduled for receiving in a slot based on the knowledge of432

local network topology and channel assignment with no need433

for signaling messages. To derive a unique winner in a time slot434

t, a candidate receiving node generates a priority number for435

itself and each of its contending nodes, i.e., the nodes assigned436

the same receiving channel within the interference range. If437

the node’s priority number is the highest, it is scheduled for438

receiving. For simplicity, the priority of a contending entity439

X can be set to a random number Rand(X, t) with a value440

between 0 and 1. If more than one contending entity has the441

highest priority, the entity with the largest ID will be selected.442

This algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1, with i denot-443

ing the node ID of the potential receiver, t denoting the time444

slot, and N2−hop
ch,i denoting node i’s two-hop neighbors that445

contend for the same LIC (ch) as i. Rand(X, t) is adopted from446

the Hash() function used in [24]. We have447

Rand(X,Y ) = Hash(X ⊕ Y )/264 (1)

where Hash(x) is a fast random integer generator that hashes448

the input argument x to an integer, and ⊕ is the concatenation449

operation on two operands. We assume that the size of the out-450

put of Hash() function is 64 b. Node i will win the competition451

and be scheduled for receiving in slot t if it has the highest452

priority; otherwise, it yields to other competing nodes.453

Algorithm 1: ReceiverScheduling(i, ch, t).454

1: for (all j ∈ N2−hop
ch,i ) do455

2: if Rand(i, t) < Rand(j, t) then456

3: return FALSE457

4: end if458

5: end for459

6: return TRUE460

A scheduled receiving node may have several senders. To461

avoid transmission confliction, each candidate sender self de-462

termines if it is scheduled to transmit in a time slot without463

signaling. The algorithm works as follows. When a node R464

is assigned a new receiving channel, it broadcasts a channel465

update message to notify all the potential senders the identifiers466

of its two-hop neighbors that share the same LIC with R.467

Knowing the two-hop neighbors of all its targeted receivers, at468

the beginning of each time slot, a node S checks if any of its469

receivers are scheduled using Algorithm 1. If it finds that one470

or more nodes are scheduled for receiving, node S will check471

Fig. 2. Example of scheduling.

whether it is scheduled to transmit packets to the scheduled 472

receiver(s) using Algorithm 2. To avoid transmission contention 473

and balance the load among sending nodes, a receiver i will 474

assign a nonoverlapping probability range Pi,j for each of its 475

upstream node j based on j’s current traffic load to i. A sending 476

node generates a random value based on the receiver’s ID and 477

the time slot number. If the random value falls into the range 478

assigned to the node, the node has the highest priority for 479

transmission among all the competing senders. In case a node 480

is scheduled for transmitting to more than one receiver, it can 481

randomly pick one to transmit during the scheduled slot. 482

Algorithm 2: SenderScheduling(i, ch, t). 483

1: if (Rand(i, t) ∈ Pi,j) then 484

2: return TRUE 485

3: else 486

4: return FALSE 487

5: end if 488

One example is shown in Fig. 2 to explain how our schedul- 489

ing works. There are four senders (nodes A, B, C, and D) and 490

three receivers (nodes E, F , and G). Assume that all the re- 491

ceivers are within interference range and are assigned the same 492

receiving channel. At the beginning of a time slot q, each sender 493

will check whether it is scheduled for transmission based on its 494

probability range and the receivers’ priority calculated accord- 495

ing to (1), which are shown in Fig. 2. For example, node A first 496

checks whether node E is scheduled for receiving during slot q 497

by comparing the priority values of all the receivers within node 498

E’s interference range. Because node E’s priority value (0.4) 499

is the highest among all three receivers, node A can decide that 500

node E is scheduled for receiving. Node A then checks whether 501

it is scheduled for transmitting to node E. Because node E’s 502

random value (0.4) falls within node A’s probability range, i.e., 503

[0:0.5), node A determines that it is scheduled to transmit to 504

node E during slot q. Similarly, node B determines that node 505

E is scheduled for receiving, but node B is not scheduled to 506

transmit to node E. Nodes C and D determine that nodes F 507

and G are not scheduled for receiving during slot q. 508

To balance the load of the potential senders, a simple formula 509

would be used to assign the probability range proportional to 510

the average queue length of the senders. A sender can report 511

its average queue length to the receiver through RTS or by 512

piggybacking with the data packets. The average queue length 513

L̂k(t) of a sender k can be calculated with 514

L̂k(t) = (1 − α) · L̂k(t − 1) + α · Lk(t) (2)
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where Lk(t) is the current queue length, and α is a memory fac-515

tor. Assuming that a receiver r has M senders, the probability516

range for a sender k can be calculated as517

Pr,k =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

[
0, L̂1

L

)
, if k = 1[∑k−1

i=1
L̂i

L ,

∑k

i=1
L̂i

L

)
, if 1 < k < M[∑M−1

i=1
L̂i

L , 1
]

, if k = M

where L =
∑M

i=1 L̂i. When the queue length of a sender is518

unknown, i.e., when a path is first set up, the sender will519

be assigned a default transmission range [0, 1/M), and the520

remaining M − 1 senders will be assigned range proportional521

to their queue length within [1/M, 1]. To reduce instability,522

the adjustment of probability should not frequently happen,523

because a large queue length may be caused by some traffic524

bursts, and the adjustment itself involves additional overhead.525

The transmitter scheduling scheme attempts to give the node526

with the higher load the higher priority for transmission. There527

is no need to have accurate queue lengths to calculate the528

probability range. In case more than one node is scheduled529

to transmit to the same receiver due to inaccurate range infor-530

mation at nodes, the scheduled nodes can compete in channel531

access using our priority-based collision-avoidance scheme,532

which will be discussed as follows.533

B. Prioritized Transmission534

The proposed scheduling scheme coordinates channel535

switching, resolves transmission confliction from several536

senders to the same receiver, and constrains the number of537

nodes within an interference range that would contend for the538

same channel during a time slot (see Section V-A2). With the539

support of time-slot-based scheduling, the following additional540

issues should still be addressed.541

1) There is a need to coordinate transmissions from multiple542

scheduled nodes on the same channel.543

2) The nodes scheduled for communications may not have544

enough data packets to fully utilize the time slot assigned,545

and to improve the throughput, it is desirable to allow546

other nodes to use the spare time slot.547

3) Mission-critical data packets have tight delay require-548

ments.549

4) It is desirable to reduce broadcast delay to deliver impor-550

tant control information in time.551

To address all these issues, we complement the scheduling552

scheme with a prioritized transmission scheme with three levels553

of priority:554

The first (highest) level of priority is given to some important555

packets that need to be transmitted as soon as possible, such as556

some routing control packets [e.g., route request (RREQ), route557

error (RRER), and route reply (RREP) packets] and mission-AQ3 558

critical data packets. To avoid a collision in transmitting the first559

priority packets, each node waits for some random time within560

a window W0.561

Fig. 3. Two possible paths.

The second level of priority is given to the packets from the 562

scheduled senders to the scheduled receivers. The sender also 563

waits for some random delay before transmitting an RTS packet 564

but with a different delay window W1 larger than W0. 565

The third level of priority will be assigned to the nonsched- 566

uled senders to avoid wasting the time slots that cannot be used 567

up by the scheduled transmissions. To avoid competing with the 568

scheduled sender, a nonscheduled sender can wait for the entire 569

window W1 and an interval equal to a RTS/CTS transmission 570

and then transmit after a random delay within some window 571

W2. After the first successful transmission, the nonscheduled 572

nodes only need to wait for a random period of time within 573

the window W2 before transmitting subsequent packets. In 574

addition, a nonscheduled sender should reset the timer and 575

wait for W1 period first once detecting a transmission from a 576

scheduled sender so that the scheduled sender still has higher 577

priority in the remaining time slot. 578

Note that our scheme is robust in the presence of scheduling 579

error due to incorrect or outdated topology information. If a 580

sender mistakenly determines that it is scheduled for transmis- 581

sion in one time slot, it will compete with other scheduled 582

senders by using the RTS/CTS scheme. On the other hand, if 583

a sender wrongly decides to yield to other nodes, this time slot 584

will be used by other scheduled or nonscheduled nodes with a 585

lower priority. We will show in the next section that more than 586

one node within a two-hop neighborhood can be scheduled for 587

transmission within a time slot. 588

V. CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT AND ROUTING 589

Existing routing protocols for wireless ad hoc networks [18], 590

[19] generally use hop count as the link cost without consider- 591

ing the effect of multiple channels on path establishment and 592

transmission performance. For example, there are two possible 593

paths (SABD and SCD) between nodes C and D in Fig. 3. 594

Assume that each link has the same transmission rate. Although 595

path SCD has only two hops, because nodes C and D are 596

assigned the same LIC (ch2), the two links SC and CD cannot 597

be used to transmit packets at the same time. Therefore, packets 598

from node S may transmit faster along path SABD to node 599

D. However, this comparison is based on a random channel 600

assignment. If the channels for nodes C and D can be reas- 601

signed to different ones during path setup to avoid interference 602

on two contiguous links, then the path SCD would lead to 603

lower delay. In this paper, we design a channel assignment and 604

routing protocol to explore the benefits of multiple channels and 605

multiple interfaces while mitigating the constraints due to the 606

limited number of radio interfaces and channels. 607

A routing protocol generally searches for the minimum cost 608

path between the source and the destination. Because the cost of 609
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a link is affected not only by the channel assignment for the link610

itself but also by the channel assignments for other links within611

an interference range, finding the minimum cost path usually612

involves a nonlinear optimization process, which would make613

it difficult and unrealistic to find the theoretical optimal path in614

mobile ad hoc networks. Instead, our routing protocol adopts a615

greedy algorithm to quickly find a suboptimal path. This routing616

scheme can also be easily implemented.617

In this section, we first introduce our new link cost model and618

then describe how an efficient routing path can be established619

using the new cost model.620

A. Link Cost Model621

Link cost plays an important role in the routing protocol. We622

choose delay as the link cost, because it is closely related to the623

throughput. A short end-to-end delay will generally improve624

the throughput. We consider some important factors that impact625

the link delay as follows.626

1) Interface Capacity: In wireless networks, different in-627

terfaces may have different capacities (e.g., 11Mb/s in IEEE628

802.11b and 54Mb/s in IEEE 802.11a/g), which result in differ-629

ent transmission delays for the same packet. Therefore, we can630

define a transmission delay factor (ft) as ft = 1/W , where W631

is the link rate, and a higher rate would lead to a lower delay632

over the link.633

2) Retransmission and MAC Scheduling: Retransmission634

due to packet loss and error will increase the overall transmis-635

sion delay. The packet error rate of a link in a channel can be636

measured [20]. However, because a node generally has fewer637

interfaces than the available number of channels, it is difficult to638

measure the packet error rate in real time for every channel. To639

measure the condition of a channel, there is also a need to first640

transmit data on the channel, which may not be possible before641

the channel is assigned. The interference measurement in [25]642

can be only used for static networks. Instead, we analytically643

estimate the packet error rate based on our scheduling scheme.644

Assume that the interference range is about twice the trans-645

mission range. In our scheduling scheme, only one receiver646

is scheduled within a two-hop neighborhood. Assuming that647

the network area is A, the transmission range is R, and the648

nodes are evenly distributed. If the scheduled receivers are at649

the center of the adjacent circles with a radius R, the maximum650

number of scheduled receivers on a specific channel in the651

whole network is Nr = A/πR2. For each scheduled receiver,652

there is only one corresponding scheduled sender. Thus, the653

maximum number of scheduled senders in the network on a654

channel is Ns = Nr. Assuming that all senders are also evenly655

distributed, the average number of contending senders in the656

two-hop neighborhood of a receiver can be calculated as657

N2−hop
s = (Ns/A) ·

(
π(2R)2

)
= 4 (3)

which is independent of the node density in the network.658

The contending nodes will compete in channel access and659

resolve collision through RTS/CTS similar to IEEE 802.11, as660

described in Section IV-B. Most transmission failures are due661

to collisions (e. g., collisions in RTS messages). For an IEEE662

802.11 network, the collision probability or packet error rate p 663

is impacted by the number of contending nodes n [26], i.e., 664

p = 1 −
(

1 − 2(1 − 2p)

(1 − 2p)(W̃ + 1) + pW̃ (1 − (2p)m)

)n−1

(4)

where W̃ = CWmin, and m = log2(CWmax/CWmin)). 665

Because our scheduling algorithm restricts the average num- 666

ber of competing nodes within the interference range to be a 667

constant number 4, based on (4), the average packet error rate p 668

is small and a constant. The expected number of transmissions 669

(ETX) can be calculated as 1/(1 − p). The larger the expected 670

number of (re)transmissions, the higher the delay in one link. 671

Therefore, ETX can be used as the retransmission delay factor 672

(fr) as follows: 673

fr =
1

1 − p
. (5)

Because p is a constant, fr also has a constant value. Al- 674

though the channel condition is not considered during channel 675

assignment time, the channel condition will be considered when 676

there are active transmissions on the channel, and the channel 677

can be changed through the maintenance strategies discussed in 678

Section V-C if significant errors are detected. 679

3) Limited Number of Channels: When there is a limited 680

number of channels, nodes in a neighborhood may be assigned 681

to the same channel. Although scheduling helps mitigate con- 682

tention on the same channel, it also introduces delays. Gen- 683

erally, node A can communicate with node B only if node 684

B is scheduled for receiving and node A is scheduled for 685

transmitting to node B. In our scheduling scheme, among the 686

nodes that share the same LIC within a two-hop neighborhood, 687

only one node is scheduled for receiving in a slot. Assuming 688

that each node has the same probability of being scheduled for 689

receiving and node B is assigned channel ch as its LIC, the 690

probability that node B is scheduled for receiving in channel 691

ch is 692

pr(B) =
1

N2−hop
B,ch

(6)

where N2−hop
B,ch is the number of nodes that share the same LIC 693

ch and within B’s two-hop neighborhood. 694

Assuming that each upstream node (potential sender) has 695

the same probability of being scheduled for transmitting to a 696

scheduled receiver and that NToB is the number of upstream 697

nodes of node B, the probability that node A is scheduled for 698

transmitting to node B can be defined as 699

pt(A → B) =
1

NToB
. (7)

Therefore, the delay factor (fs) between nodes A and B due 700

to the scheduling of transmission as a result of a limited number 701

of channels is 702

fs =
1

pr(B)
· 1
pt(A → B)

= N2−hop
B,ch · NToB . (8)
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Fig. 4. Transmission-conflicting example.

This factor reflects the impact of network topology and703

channel constraint on the network throughput. If there are a704

large number of nodes that share the same LIC as the receiver705

within the interference range and/or when the receiver has706

many upstream nodes, there will be a higher transmission delay707

through the corresponding link. The routing protocol should708

avoid such receiver nodes during path searching.709

4) Limited Number of Radio Interfaces and Scheduling Con-710

flict: To reduce the node size and implementation cost, a node711

generally has fewer number of radio interfaces than the number712

of radio channels of the network, which may lead to extra delay713

for interface usage coordination. If node A has several down-714

stream nodes, because scheduling is distributedly performed in715

reference to each receiver, it may be scheduled to transmit to716

more than one receiver in a time slot. For example, in Fig. 4,717

node A has three downstream nodes B, C, and D, which are718

scheduled to receive on channels 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Node719

A is also scheduled to transmit to all the three nodes. Because720

it can only transmit to one node at a time, some scheduled721

time slots are wasted, leading to a higher average link delay. To722

evaluate the cost due to the conflicted scheduling, we calculate723

pAB , i.e., the equivalent fraction of the time slot scheduled for724

node A to transmit to node B that node A can eventually use725

to transmit packets to node B. The lower the equivalent time726

fraction, the higher the delay.727

The concept of equivalent fraction of the time slot can be728

understood in an intuitive way. We assume that the scheduling729

in each channel is independent and node A will randomly pick730

one channel to transmit if it is scheduled to transmit in more731

than one channel. Suppose that the time slot is splittable and732

node A is already selected to transmit to node B using channel733

ch, denoting pn as the probability that node A is also selected734

for transmission on n channels other than channel ch. Then,735 ∑
n(pnn/n + 1) part of the time slot will be used to transmit736

in the channels other than channel ch. One example is given in737

the latter part of this section to show how we can calculate the738

probability pn. The fraction of the time slot that node A can use739

to transmit to node B in channel ch can be calculated as740

pAB = 1 −
∑

n

pn
n

n + 1
. (9)

To calculate the equivalent fraction, we consider two cases:741

Case 1: Node A uses its LI to transmit data packets to node B.742

If node B’s LIC is the same as node A’s LIC, node A has to743

use its LI to transmit data packets to node B, because two744

interfaces of a node cannot be tuned to the same channel745

for transmitting and receiving at the same time. Because746

both nodes’ LIs share the same channel, they will not be 747

scheduled for receiving in the same time slot. If node B 748

is scheduled for receiving and node A is scheduled for 749

transmitting to node B, node A can always use its LI to 750

transmit, regardless of the channel usage of node A’s TI. 751

That is, node A can use all portions of the scheduled time 752

slot, i.e., pAB = 1. 753

Case 2: Node A uses its TI to transmit data packets to node 754

B. To calculate the equivalent fraction, we first calculate 755

the probability that node A is also scheduled to transmit to 756

other nodes (we call it conflicting probability). 757

To calculate pAB based on (9), we only need to analyze the 758

case that node A is scheduled to transmit to node B and also 759

scheduled to transmit over a channel other than B’s LIC and A’s 760

LIC. Assuming that node A has m downstream nodes, which 761

are assigned the same LIC k, the probability that node A is 762

scheduled to transmit on channel k is 763

ptch(A ⇒ k) =
m∑

i=1

pr

(
Nk

i

)
· pt

(
A → Nk

i

)
(10)

where Nk
i denotes the ith downstream node of A with LIC k. 764

Functions pr() and pt() are calculated based on (6) and (7), 765

respectively. 766

We will use Fig. 4 as an example to show how the conflicting 767

probability is calculated. There are four channels, and A’s LIC 768

and B’s LIC are channels 1 and 2, respectively. Then, we 769

only need to calculate the probability that node A is scheduled 770

for transmitting on channels 3 and 4 as ptch(A ⇒ 3) and 771

ptch(A ⇒ 4), respectively, based on (10). Because only node 772

C is assigned to channel 3, pr(Cch3) = 1. Assuming that A 773

has the same opportunity of transmitting to C on channel 774

3 as node F , pt(A → Cch3) = 1/2. Thus, ptch(A ⇒ 3) = 775

pr(Cch3) × pt(A → Cch3) = 1/2. Similarly, assuming that D 776

has the same chance of being scheduled in ch4 as nodes E and 777

F , pr(Dch4) = 1/3. With pt(A → Dch4) = 1, ptch(A ⇒ 4) = 778

pr(Dch4) × pt(A → Dch4) = 1/3. Because the scheduling in 779

different channels is independent, we can calculate the proba- 780

bility that node A is scheduled in either channel 3 or 4 but not 781

in both, given that node A is already scheduled to node B, as 782

p1 = ptch(A ⇒ 3) (1 − ptch(A ⇒ 4))
+ ptch(A ⇒ 4) (1 − ptch(A ⇒ 3))

=
1
2
∗

(
1 − 1

3

)
+

1
3
∗

(
1 − 1

2

)
=

1
2
.

The probability that node A is scheduled in both channels 783

3 and 4, given that node A is scheduled to node B, is 784

p2 = ptch(A ⇒ 3)ptch(A ⇒ 4) =
1
2
∗ 1

3
=

1
6
. (11)

Assuming that n takes values 1 and 2, based on (9), the 785

equivalent fraction of the scheduled time slot that node A can 786

use to transmit to node B is 787

pAB = 1 − 1
1 + 1

p1 −
2

2 + 1
p2

= 1 − 1
2
∗ 1

2
− 2

3
∗ 1

6
=

23
36

. (12)
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That is, node A can only use 23/36 of the time slot scheduled788

for it to transmit to node B.789

Based on the aforementioned example, we can see that a790

node will waste no time slots if all its downstream nodes791

are in one channel. On the other hand, if a node has many792

downstream nodes assigned with many different channels, a793

larger fraction of time would be wasted. The transmission-794

conflicting factor reflects the impact of interface constraint on795

network throughput.796

Therefore, the delay factor on link AB due to conflicting797

schedule will be798

fc =
1

pAB
(13)

which has a higher value if the fraction of the scheduled time799

slot that a node can actually use is smaller.800

Link cost calculation: By combining all the aforemen-801

tioned major delay factors, the link cost for AB is defined as802

Wl = ft · fr · fs · fc

=
1
W

· 1
1 − p

·
(

1
pr(B)

· 1
pt(A → B)

)
· 1
pAB

. (14)

Based on the aforementioned cost analysis, to calculate the803

cost of an incoming link of a node, the cost factors fs and fc804

can be calculated based on the network topology and existing805

channel assignments for the nodes within an interference range.806

Equation (14) can be understood in an intuitive way. Given the807

link from node A to node B, for one unit of time, node B can be808

scheduled as a receiver for pr(B) time unit, whose pt(A → B)809

part will be assigned to the link between A and B. Within810

that fraction of the time unit, node A uses only pAB portion811

to transmit to node B at a rate of W and needs 1/(1 − p)812

transmissions for each packet. Therefore, the total link delay813

will be O(1/(W · (1 − p) · Pr(B) · pt(A → B) · pAB)). Be-814

cause fr = 1/1 − p is a constant, it can be ignored during path815

searching.816

B. Channel Assignment and Path Setup817

Based on the link cost model, we propose an on-demand818

routing protocol. With multiple interfaces, initially, each node819

picks one interface as its LI and then randomly selects a channel820

to tune the LI to. If a source node needs a path to the destination,821

it broadcasts a RREQ packet to its one-hop neighbors by822

sending the message to all the available channels. When a node823

i receives a RREQ packet, it will generate an updated RREQ824

packet to broadcast, if necessary. The updated RREQ packet825

carries the accumulative cost of the minimum cost subpath from826

the source to node i, the (ID, assigned LIC) pairs for nodes827

along the subpath, the capacity of node i’s TI, and for each828

downstream node j, the number of nodes that share the same829

LIC as j and within its interference range.830

Once a node receives a RREQ packet, it will extend the831

subpath indicated in the RREQ packet to itself. If the node832

already has a LIC assigned when setting up other paths, it833

simply calculates the new accumulative subpath cost based on834

its LIC. Note that we do not assume that a centralized scheme835

exists to assign the channels for all the paths at the same time.836

Channels assigned during the previous path setup will not be 837

modified during the new path setup. A channel assigned to a 838

node can be modified during route maintenance, as discussed 839

in Section V-C, or when a path is refreshed to track the updated 840

network topology. If the node has not been assigned a LIC, 841

it needs to calculate the minimum cost for the subpath by 842

inspecting every possible channel assignment for its LI and 843

notes the channel that provides the minimum cost as a candidate 844

LIC. The node then broadcasts a new RREQ packet. 845

Given a channel ch, the cost of the link between the sender 846

A and the receiver B can be calculated using (14) after deter- 847

mining the following four major factors. 848

1) Interface capacity factor. The receiver will determine the 849

common rate W supported by the two interfaces of the 850

sender and the receiver. 851

2) Retransmission factor. Because our scheduling algorithm 852

constrains the load of a channel in a time slot, fr is very 853

small and is, thus, not considered during path searching 854

to avoid the difficulty in measuring conditions of multiple 855

channels. 856

3) Channel and scheduling factor. The receiver B first 857

checks the number of nodes within its two-hop neighbor- 858

hood using ch as LIC (N2−hop
B,ch ) and the number of its 859

upstream nodes (NToB). Both values could be changed 860

after the path is set up; therefore, the change should be 861

taken into account in advance. If A is not yet an upstream 862

node of node B, after the path is set up, NToB should be 863

increased by 1. N2−hop
B,ch also needs to be adjusted based 864

on the channel assignment for previous hops. Denoting 865

the list of node entries included in the RREQ packet 866

as nodelist and B’s two-hop neighbors as N2−hop
B , the 867

adjusted N2−hop
B,ch can be calculated using Algorithm 3, 868

where N2−hop
B,ch will be adjusted if the relationship be- 869

tween the to-be-assigned channel (channel) for node n 870

carried in the nodelist and the possible channel assign- 871

ment (ch) for B has changed. Once the information for 872

both is obtained, node B can calculate fs based on (8). 873

Algorithm 3: AdjustedContendingNum(nodelist, ch).874

1: for all node n ∈ nodelist do 875

2: if (n.NodeID ∈ N2−hop
B ) then 876

3: if (n does not have assigned LIC ∧ n.channel = 877

ch) then 878

4: N2−hop
B,ch ← N2−hop

B,ch + 1; {the contending from 879

n is not counted by N2−hop
ch now and needs 880

to be counted when n’s LI is committed to ch 881

after path establishment} 882

5: end if 883

6: end if 884

7: end for 885

8: return N2−hop
B,ch 886

4) Conflicting factor. The sender includes all necessary in- 887

formation in the RREQ packet for the receiver to calculate 888

fc based on (9). 889
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Fig. 5. Example of channel assignment and path setup.

A receiving node will not immediately tune its LI to the890

assigned channel but will wait until the path is confirmed by891

the destination. When the destination receives a RREQ packet,892

it can immediately respond with a RREP to confirm the new893

path if the total path cost is smaller than the one recorded, or894

it can wait for some interval of time and only respond to the895

RREQ that finds the minimum cost path within the interval. The896

latter option would reduce the control overhead at the cost of a897

higher route setup delay. Once receiving a RREP packet, a node898

will tune its LI to the assigned LIC if the assignment is new and899

notify its neighbors through a channel update message.900

One example is shown in Fig. 5 to explain how our channel901

assignment and path setup work. Assume that the data rate for902

each link is the same; therefore, the interface capacity factor903

(ft) is constant and the same for all links. For convenience904

of presentation, we assume that ftfr equals 1 and that there905

are two channels in the network. Initially, no node is assigned906

an LIC. First, source node A broadcasts a RREQ message907

to search for a path to destination D. After receiving the908

RREQ message, node D calculates the cost of link AD by909

examining the use of channels 1 and 2, respectively. Because910

other nodes have yet to be been assigned to a channel, the911

link cost is 1 for both channels 1 and 2, and thus, node D can912

pick either channel as the to-be-assigned channel (before it is913

confirmed by the destination). Here, we assume that channel914

1 is selected, as indicated in Table I. Then, D rebroadcasts the915

RREQ packet, and node G receives it. Knowing from RREQ916

that the to-be-assigned channel for node D is channel 1, node917

G determines the link cost for link DG to be 2 when channel918

1 is used and 1 when channel 2 is used. Therefore, node G919

will choose channel 2, and the total cost for path ADG is920

1 + 1 = 2. Because this path cost is the minimum, path ADG921

will be selected, and nodes D and G will be assigned channels922

1 and 2, respectively. We then look at the path that searches923

for source node B and destination node F . Because node D924

is already assigned a channel during the path setup for ADG,925

it will keep the assignment. Assuming that B and A have the926

same chance of transmitting to D, the cost for link BD is,927

thus, 2. After F receives the RREQ from node D, it calculates928

the link cost for DF , which are 4 (i.e., fs = 2, fc = 2) and 2,929

corresponding to channels 1 and 2, respectively. F will then be930

assigned channel 2. Similarly, the channel assignment for node931

E is 2, and the path for source node C and destination node E932

is CDE, as shown in Table I. Note that the channel assignment933

and path searching in this example leads to minimum cost934

paths. The data flow from nodes A, B, and C to D will not935

affect the data flow from D to nodes E, F , and G.936

C. Route Maintenance937

Due to environmental changes or mobility, the path found938

in the route-discovery phase may no longer be as efficient. To939

ensure consistent performance, our routing algorithm includes 940

a route-maintenance scheme to adapt the path and channel as- 941

signment based on the changes of topology, traffic, and channel 942

condition. 943

1) Channel Switching: A node is periodically updated with 944

the channel assignment of all its two-hop neighbors. We con- 945

sider three channel-switching scenarios. The first scenario is 946

balancing load among channels. If a node finds that it has many 947

queued data for a receiver, it can notify the receiver to switch 948

to a channel with fewer sharing neighbors. To ensure that the 949

channel change will not increase the delay of the overloaded 950

path, the receiver will check the cost of the path segment that 951

passes through itself and within its two-hop range. Supposing 952

that node C on a path (A → B → C → D → E → F → G) 953

finds that it has long queued data for D, D needs to check if 954

it can switch its LI to a new channel by comparing the total 955

link cost of the segment BCDEF using the new channel and 956

using the existing channel. It can switch to the new channel 957

if the channel change does not increase the cost of its path. 958

The second scenario is improving the performance around a hot 959

node. If several paths pass through a node X , i.e., a busy node, 960

node X can check if changing to a different channel would 961

lead to the cost reduction in some paths while not increasing 962

the cost for the remaining paths. If so, it will switch to the 963

new channel. The third scenario is avoiding the channel with 964

a high error rate. Because our scheduling algorithm constrains 965

the number of nodes that compete in a channel, the collision 966

probability will not be high. If the measured packet loss rate 967

is very high (partially due to errors), then the channel will be 968

changed. The switching of the channel to balance the channel 969

and the interface usage in a neighborhood also helps improve 970

fairness among neighboring nodes. 971

2) Replace Operation: If a node has either a TI or LI bot- 972

tleneck, it will look for an alternative path that goes through a 973

replacement node to forward the data. The replacement node 974

should ensure that the new path that passes through itself 975

will not have a higher end-to-end delay than the old path. 976

Given a path segment (A → B → C → D → E), if C has an 977

interface bottleneck, C will check the path that passes through 978

a neighboring node within B and D’s transmission range, e.g., 979

a node F . Node C will compare the total cost for (A → B → 980

F → D → E) with the cost of the current path segment. If the 981

new cost is smaller, node C will send the message to nodes B, 982

F , and D to notify the path change so that node B will send the 983

packets to node F , which will forward the packets to node D. 984

3) Remove Operation: Given a path segment (A → B → 985

C), if node A detects that both B and C are its one-hop 986

neighbors, it can directly forward the data packets to node C. 987

4) Insert Operation: Given a path segment (A → B), if the 988

signal received from A is less than some threshold, node B will 989

broadcast a request in its neighborhood. If node C can reach 990

both A and B and can receive signals from both with good 991

quality, it can insert itself between nodes A and B. 992

To reduce the implementation cost, the aforementioned 993

maintenance schemes are only based on local information. 994

However, our performance studies in the next section demon- 995

strate that our schemes can effectively maintain the network 996

throughput in a mobility scenario. 997
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TABLE I
LINK COST AND PATH COST

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION998

We implemented our proposed algorithms using the simula-999

tion package GloMoSim [27]. Each node is assumed to have1000

only two IEEE 802.11a interfaces, with an interface rate of1001

54 Mb/s. The time slot length is set to 10 ms (about1002

35 maximum-length packet transmission time [11]), the broad-1003

cast interval of hello messages is set to 5 s, and the backoff win-1004

dow sizes for W0, W1, and W2 in the prioritized transmitting1005

scheme (see Section IV) are set to 7, 15, and 31, respectively.1006

The transmission power is 15 dBm, the radio sensitivity is1007

−84 dBm, and the radio receiving threshold is −74 dBm.1008

We compare the performance using our integrated MAC and1009

routing framework with the scheme that uses independent MAC1010

and routing, e.g., dynamic channel assignment (DCA) [9] as1011

MAC and AODV as routing, as well as the scheme that simply1012

uses AODV over IEEE 802.11a. One reason for selecting DCA1013

is because it also uses two interfaces, which can provide a fairer1014

comparison, compared with schemes that use only a single1015

interface or the schemes that use the number of interfaces larger1016

than two. In the DCA scheme, one of the channels is used as1017

the control channel, whereas the remaining channels are used1018

for data transmissions. Each node uses one interface to monitor1019

and transmit on the control channel and the other interfaces to1020

transmit and receive data packets on data channels. Before each1021

transmission, two nodes exchange information in the control1022

channel to select a channel to transmit data. Then, the sender1023

broadcasts a resume (RES) message over the control channelAQ4 1024

to reserve the data channel and sends the data packet to the1025

receiver.1026

Constant bit rate (CBR) is used as the application protocol.AQ5 1027

To provide enough traffic load to study the multichannel benefit,1028

the size of a packet is set as 2000 B, and packets are sent1029

out every 0.5 ms. Each simulation runs 100 s. For each run,1030

we try to get the maximum throughput by tuning CBR and,1031

hence, the network load. Each simulation result is obtained by1032

averaging over multiple runs with different random seeds. We1033

evaluate the performance with use of two, three, four, and five1034

orthogonal channels, respectively. For the rest of this section,1035

we use Joint-x, DCA-x (x is the number of channels), and1036

802.11 to represent our scheme, the AODV over the DCA1037

scheme, and the AODV over the 802.11a scheme, respectively.1038

A. Chain-topology1039

We first evaluate our protocol over a simple chain topology1040

with nine nodes. Only one CBR flow is set up from node 0 to1041

one of the last six nodes (i.e., the hop count of the flow will be1042

from three to eight hops). The simulation results are shown in1043

Fig. 6. It is obvious that our protocol performs much better than1044

the DCA scheme and 802.11.1045

Fig. 6. Throughput in the chain topology.

If there are only two channels, similar to 802.11, DCA can 1046

only use one channel for data transmission. However, by sepa- 1047

rating the control channel and data channels, the control packet 1048

collision, and hence, the number of retransmissions in DCA can 1049

be reduced. Therefore, DCA performs a little bit better than 1050

802.11. With more available channels, the number of data chan- 1051

nels that DCA can use increases. When having three channels, 1052

one channel (e.g., 3) will be used as the control channel, and the 1053

remaining two channels will be used as data channels. In a snap- 1054

shot of the network, the best channel assignment for the links 1055

along the chain could be, e.g., “. . ., channel 1, idle, channel 2, 1056

idle, channel 1, idle, . . ..” The link between two active links is 1057

kept idle, because a DCA node only has one interface available 1058

for data transmission, and links within two hops cannot be 1059

assigned the same channel to avoid interference. Adding the 1060

third data channel cannot improve the throughput. Thus, the 1061

curves of DCA-3, DCA-4, and DCA-5 overlap in Fig. 6. 1062

In contrast, our protocol can make better use of more chan- 1063

nels. If there are only two channels, in a network snapshot, 1064

the best channel usage for the links along the chain could be, 1065

e.g., “. . ., channel 1, channel 2, idle, channel 1, channel 2, idle, 1066

. . ..” With three channels, our protocol could achieve better 1067

throughput. The network snapshot could be, e.g., “. . ., channel 1068

1, channel 2, channel 3, channel 1, channel 2, channel 3, . . .,” 1069

i.e., all the links are active in transmitting, and three channels 1070

are enough to obtain the maximum throughput in the chain 1071

topology. Therefore, the curves of Joint-3, Joint-4, and Joint-5 1072

overlap in Fig. 6. 1073

B. Grid Topology 1074

In this simulation, we evaluate the performance of our proto- 1075

col in a more practical scenario, i.e., a 5 × 5 grid network. The 1076
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Fig. 7. Performance for the grid topology. (a) Topology. (b) Throughput.

Fig. 8. Throughput for the random topology. (a) Effect of load. (b) Effect of node density. (c) Effect of mobility.

grid distance is set such that the receiving power at a neigh-1077

boring node is −70 dBm. We set up four CBR connections, as1078

shown in Fig. 7(a). These four CBR connections will make the1079

center of the grid more congested. The simulation results for1080

the aggregate network throughput are shown in Fig. 7(b).1081

The throughput of DCA significantly improves when the1082

number of channels is increased from two to three, but the rate1083

of improvement reduces with further increase in the number of1084

channels, because the routing protocol cannot take advantage1085

of multiple channels to build efficient paths. However, for our1086

protocol, compared with 802.11, the throughput almost linearly1087

increases with the number of channels. With integrated routing1088

and MAC design, our protocol can very efficiently utilize1089

multichannel resources, and our scheduling scheme effectively1090

mitigates the limitation in the number of interfaces.1091

C. Random Topology1092

In this set of simulations, nodes can randomly move within1093

a 1000 × 1000 m network area. The movement follows the im-1094

proved random waypoint model [28]. Because we use 802.11a,1095

which has a lower transmission range than 802.11 b, the default1096

average moving speed is set to 5 m/s, and the maximum speed is1097

set to 10 m/s. A connection is established by randomly picking1098

a source and a destination. We study the impact on performance 1099

of load, node density, and mobility. 1100

We first study the impact of traffic load. There are 50 nodes 1101

in the simulated network area, and the number of CBR con- 1102

nections is varied from 6 to 10. In Fig. 8(a), we can see that 1103

the total throughputs of our protocol under different numbers 1104

of channels are much higher than those using other schemes. 1105

The aggregate throughputs for both 802.11 and DCA-2 (with 1106

one data channel) decrease as the number of connections in- 1107

creases. This result is because adding connections to an already- 1108

saturated network area will introduce more collisions and lead 1109

to throughput degradation. When the number of channels in- 1110

creases, the saturation gets released, but the throughput increase 1111

for DCA is small, because the routing protocol could not 1112

take advantage of multiple channels to build efficient paths 1113

to support more connections. For our protocol, the throughput 1114

of Joint-2 slightly increases, because the network is saturated 1115

with only two channels. With more channels, the throughput of 1116

our protocol has a larger increase at a higher load compared 1117

with DCA, because our protocol can more efficiently handle 1118

additional connections by routing the traffic away from the 1119

saturated area and assigning channels based on the traffic. 1120

To evaluate the impact of node density, we have eight CBR 1121

connections in the network and vary the number of nodes from 1122
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40 to 60. The simulation results in Fig. 8(b) again show that1123

our protocol can achieve a much higher throughput increase as1124

the node density increases, whereas the aggregate throughputs1125

of 802.11 and DCA-2 reduce slightly, and the throughput of1126

DCA remains almost constant when more channels are used.1127

The trends are similar to the results from the study of load1128

impact. When the node density increases, the network load1129

will also increase with a higher contention in a network area.1130

However, our protocol can better take advantage of available1131

nodes and radio interfaces to build more efficient routing1132

paths and route traffic away from bottlenecks during route1133

maintenance.1134

Finally, we study the impact of mobility on the protocols.1135

There are eight CBR connections in the network, and the1136

number of nodes is 40. The average speed is varied from 4 m/s1137

to 20 m/s. The simulation results for aggregate throughput are1138

shown in Fig. 8(c). As expected, the throughput for all three1139

protocols decreases when the speed increases as a result of1140

the link breakage during mobility. In addition, the decrease is1141

faster when more channels are used. Because the average link1142

throughput will increase with a higher number of channels,1143

a link breakage will have a higher impact on the throughput.1144

However, the throughput of our protocol remains much higher1145

than DCA in different mobility cases, and the throughput1146

reduces much more slowly than the reference schemes, which1147

indicate that our maintenance scheme can effectively adapt1148

the path and channel assignment to topology changes, thus1149

preventing link breakage in advance.1150

VII. CONCLUSION1151

In this paper, we have proposed an integrated MAC and1152

routing design to explore the capabilities provided by multiple1153

channels and multiple interfaces in ad hoc networks. We defined1154

a new routing metric that considers the difference in interface1155

speeds, the delay due to retransmission, the impact of interface1156

constraint, and the delay due to node competition for a limited1157

number of channels. Based on the routing metric, we proposed1158

a routing algorithm for path discovery, which considers all the1159

major factors of a MCMI network in finding the minimum1160

cost path. We also presented route maintenance schemes for1161

adapting the path and channel setup in the face of network1162

dynamics. Given the channels assigned during path setup, our1163

scheduling scheme explores the resources at the time domain to1164

coordinate channel usage and interface sharing among neigh-1165

boring nodes to constrain the number of competing senders1166

in a time slot, thus reducing interference in a channel. The1167

scheduling also helps minimize the effect of channel switching1168

delay, balance the load, and enable fairness among neighboring1169

nodes. In addition, we enhanced the 802.11 MAC with priori-1170

tized transmission to resolve collisions among nodes scheduled1171

to transmit on the same channel in the same time slot, reduce1172

the broadcast delay in a MCMI environment, and allow nodes to1173

opportunistically use the spare channel resources to further im-1174

prove the throughput. Simulation results demonstrate that our1175

integrated framework can very efficiently utilize the channel1176

resources to significantly improve the network throughput in1177

a multichannel multi-interface environment.1178
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AUTHOR QUERIES

AUTHOR PLEASE ANSWER ALL QUERIES

AQ1 = T/R was defined as transmit-receive. Please check if this is correct. Otherwise, provide the corre-
sponding definition.

AQ2 = WCETT was defined as weighted cumulative expected transmission time. Please check if this is
correct. Otherwise, provide the corresponding definition.

AQ3 = RREQ, RRER, and RREP were defined as route request, route error, and route reply, respectively.
Please check if these are correct. Otherwise, provide the corresponding definitions.

AQ4 = RES was defined as resume. Please check if this is correct. Otherwise, provide the corresponding
definition.

AQ5 = CBR was defined as constant bit rate. Please check if this is correct. Otherwise, provide the
corresponding definition.

END OF ALL QUERIES


